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Chapter 1
Usability and quality in use
There are many definition of usability in literature, provided different authors and
international standards. Bevan [1] classified the standards in two categories:
a) Top- down approach which is concerned with usability as a broad quality
objective that translates into the ability to use a product for its intended purpose
b) Bottom- Up approach, that concerns to the design of specific attributes, and
relates more closely to the needs of the interface designer and the role of
usability in software engineering
Following a brief overview about usability standards and their category of reference is
provided [2]:

Tab. 1: Usability definition in different standards (Bevan’s categorization)
Top- Down Approach
ISO 9241-11 (1998)

Bottom- Up approach
ISO/IEC 9126-1 (2001)

“Usability is The extent to which a product “Usability is a set of attributesof software
can be used by specified users to achieve which bear on the effort needed for use
specified

goals

with

effectiveness, and on the individual assessment of such

efficiency and satisfaction in a specific use by a stated or implied set of users ”
context of use”

Usability and quality in use

ISO/IEC 9126-1 (2004)
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Usability is the capability of the software
product to enable specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
productivity, safety and satisfaction in
specified context of use”
IEEE Standard 610.12 (1990)
“Usability is the ease with which a user
can learn to operate, prepares inputs for
and interprets outputs of a system or
component”

An interesting improvement in usability definition, was made with the integration of
ISO/IEC 9126-1 [3] and ISO/IEC 25010 [4] standards, that made it possible to define
Usability as a characteristic of “Quality in Use”, with sub-characteristics of Effectiveness,
Efficiency and Satisfaction. The complete model of Quality in Use is reported in Tab. 2:
Tab. 2: Quality in Use Model
Usability

Flexibility

Safety

Effectiveness

Context conformity

Commercial damage

Efficiency

Context extendibility

Trust Operator health and

Satisfaction

Accessibility

safety

Likability

Public health and safety

Pleasure

Environmental harm

Safety
Comfort

The novelty of this new approach concerns in specific the satisfaction aspect of usability
that is translated in four dimensions:
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-

Likability (cognitive satisfaction) which relates to the level of satisfaction of the
user in the accomplishment of a task, taking into account the ease of use of the
product, the achievement of pragmatic goals, and the perceived results of use.

-

Trust (satisfaction with security): the extent to which the user is satisfied in
relation to the affordance of the product.

-

Pleasure (emotional satisfaction): the extent to which the user is satisfied with
their perceived achievement of hedonic goals.

-

Comfort (physical satisfaction): the extent to which the user is satisfied with
physical comfort.

However, the definitions of effectiveness and efficiency are broadly consistent with
those of the standard 9241-11/1998.

1.1. Usability definition in ISO 9241-11/1998
ISO 9241-11/1998 is a milestone in the literature about usability. Indeed, this standard,
not only provides a definition of usability (Tab. 1), but highlights also the necessary
information to take into account for usability assessment:
a) a framework to identify the most relevant aspects of usability
b) the definition of usability dimensions (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction),
that can be used to assess the user- product interaction in a specific context;
c) the definition of several metrics related to both, performance and satisfaction
aspects;
d) the definition of usability as a part of a quality plan.
In this chapter point a) will be deepened, while points b) and c) , are discussed in
chapter III.

Usability and quality in use
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1.1.1. The usability framework
The framework provided by the ISO standard (Figure 1) is based on several assumptions:
-

usability is dependent on the context of use

-

the level of usability achieved will depend on the specific circumstances in which
a product is used.

-

the context of use consists of the users, tasks, equipment (hardware, software
and materials), and the physical and organizational environments which may all
influence the usability of a product

Figure 1: Framework provided by ISO 9241-11/1998 to identify the most relevant aspects of
usability

Starting from this framework, at first the goal of the analysis should be defined. Then,
the study of the context of use (and its components), the product, the user and the
interactions between them, allows to translate usability dimensions (effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction) in measures that could be collected in an experimental test.

Usability and quality in use
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1.1.2. Usability Inspection Methods
The Usability inspection methods[5] are aimed at highlighting the main problems of
product interfaces, through the direct inspection of them realized by users. Following
the most important Usability inspection methods are briefly described.
− Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [6]:
this approach [7][8]requires decomposing the task into simpler subtasks that will be
subsequently evaluated by a panel of experts. The final aim is to detect potential
discrepancies between the actual end-user's cognitive model and the expected one [8].
-

Heuristic Evaluation (HE):

this is a usability engineering method for finding the usability problems in a user
interface by involving usability specialist. Usually a small set of evaluators examine the
interface and judge its compliance with recognized usability principles (the
"heuristics").[9]
-

Thinking-Aloud Methods (TA) [10]

It is one of the most valuable usability heuristic methods, used to highlight main
problem of product interfaces, by direct interaction with them[5]. In the experimental
phase, the users verbalizes their thoughts during the accomplishment of a defined tasks,
allowing the understanding of the most critical issues.
-

Usability Test (UT)

This procedure [8][10] can be a valid alternative to the previous one, since it provides
quantitative information about the actual execution of a set of defined tasks. However,
the efficiency of this method is limited by the need of physical prototypes and by the
impossibility of gathering subjective data.

Usability and quality in use
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1.2. Comfort
Specialized literature does not provide a universally recognized definition of comfort,
nevertheless in recent years, the assumption that comfort and discomfort are two
distinct entities [12] is winning broad respect. In their studies, Zhang and Helander [13]
show that sitting discomfort is related to the biomechanical factors associated to the
interaction with the seat over time, whereas comfort reflects a perception of
instantaneous well-being perceived by the user. Zhang [14] pointed out that poor
biomechanics may turn comfort into discomfort even though good biomechanics is not
a necessary and sufficient condition for comfort. In other words, good biomechanics can
avoid discomfort and thus it can be assumed as a prerequisite for comfort. Being
complex concepts, comfort and discomfort are difficult to measure and interpret [15]. A
great deal of research has been done to face the problem of sitting comfort/discomfort
assessment and several subjective and objective methods have been developed [16][20]. Typically comfort assessment is realized on the basis of subjective evaluations or
postural analysis. Subjective evaluations are collected by surveying potential seat users
who are asked to express their feelings of comfort/discomfort with the seat and/or
compare, in terms of perceived comfort/discomfort, different seats belonging to the
same class [21][22].
Postural analysis is realized by measuring one or more objective parameters, such as
[23]:
-

the pattern of muscle activation measured through electromyography (EMG)

[24].
-

the stress acting on the spine measured through pressure transducer and radio

waves [24]
-

the postural angles [25] obtained using contact or non contact (like

photogrammetric) techniques in real experiments or using virtual manikins in virtual
experiments [26]
Usability and quality in use
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-

the body–seat interface pressure measured through capacitative mats.

Anyway, subjective and objective methods are not alternative since they complement
each others. The exclusive use of subjective evaluations can be misleading for several
reasons:
-

when attention focuses on particular elements of the seat, the response

variability is reduced, but the interaction with other neglected features can be a noise
factor [24]
-

users could not be able to synthesize a subjective perception in a numeric or

semantic evaluation causing a partial loss of information [22].
-

the perceived differences of ergonomic features are often small and the results

from comparisons of different seat concepts are rarely significant;
-

the human body is very adaptive and not sensitive to distinguish variations in

seats;
-

subjective evaluations are costly and time-consuming [27];

-

subjective evaluations are rarely applicable early in the design process [15].

On the other hand, the exclusive use of objective measures for comfort assessment,
highlights the following criticisms:
-

normally, the information provided by objective criteria are complement but not

substitute of subjective evaluations related to user’s perception of comfort;
-

the construction of quantitative measures for comfort assessment cannot

disregard from noises often overlooked, such as anthropometric variability.
1.2.1. Seat Comfort
A great deal of research has been performed to find objective measures for predicting
seat comfort perception [28]. Research has shown that one of the main factors that
Usability and quality in use
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affect seat comfort is seat-interface pressure distribution [29]. Moreover, pressure
distribution is the objective measure with the clearest correlation with the subjective
evaluation methods[15][19]. Human-seat interface pressures have a spread field of
application, indeed they have been measured to improve the comfort of office chairs
[30], car seats [23], motorcycles saddles [31]and others vehicles seats [32], as well as to
pursue product innovation in Kansei Ergonomics [33]. In particular, in office chair design
pressure maps have been used to qualitatively verify the effectiveness on seat comfort
of product features like, e.g., cushion shape and materials [34]-[36] through correlation
studies with the subjective user perceptions. Nevertheless the widespread use of
pressure maps, just few authors [37][38] have proposed synthetic indexes for the
related multidimensional data, collected by performing real or virtual experiments
involving a selected sample of potential users. Furthermore, little effort has been made
to highlight the usefulness of these pressure measures for specific purposes defined by
designers (e.g. Design for a Target and Design for All).
In order to provide a tool that can be easily used by designers Lanzotti et al. [37][38]
proposed the Weighted Pressure Comfort Loss (WPCL) a postural comfort index based
on comfort loss due to uneven seat-interface pressure distribution.
1.2.2. Plantar comfort
In [39][40] it was reported that physiological factors, such as plantar pressures, are
strongly related to physical parameters such as materials and plantar shape. A first valid
scientific contribution to the analysis of correlation was offered by Jordan et al. [41].
They attempted to correlate the subjective perceptions of users with dorsal and plantar
pressure distribution through short-term dynamic tests. Perceived comfort was
measured by using specific questionnaires, while pressure distributions were monitored
through high resolution insole sensors. The correlation analysis was based on the results
coming from three different shoes. The study showed a negative correlation between
pressures and subjective comfort perception (meaning that a high peak pressure
corresponds to a low perceived comfort). Moreover, authors highlighted the need to
Usability and quality in use
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investigate further other objective parameters that may affect the user perception (see,
for example, shear and normal forces, and heat transfer). Witana et al. [42] tried to
identify the interactions between comfort and plantar shape. They found substantial
differences between the subjective perceptions of users related to the mid-foot for
different tested materials, thus confirming that comfort perceptions, for different areas
of the plantar foot, are quite different. If on one hand experimental tests, carried out on
different product designs, give valuable results, on the other hand, the large number of
design parameters would make extremely difficult and expensive to identify the optimal
design through tests with real prototypes. In this sense, using virtual simulations and
parametric models may be a valid support.
Recently, in order to give a valuable support to experimental investigations,
computational methods, based on FE modeling, have been adopted. FE models of
human foot have been developed under certain simplifications and assumptions [43][46] such as: (i) simplified or partial foot shape, (ii) assumptions of non-linear hyperelastic material law, (iii) ligaments and plantar fascia modeled as equivalent forces or
elastic beams/bars, (iiii) no friction or thermal effect, at plantar foot interface,
accounted. In this contest, Cheung and Zhang [14] combined FEM and Taguchi methods
to identify the sensitivity of five design factors (arch type, insole and mid-sole thickness,
insole and mid-sole stiffness) of footwear on peak plantar pressure. From FEM
predictions, the most important design factors, able to reduce the peak plantar
pressure, were found-out.
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Chapter II
Main issues in participatory usability testing
Both in computer science, and in industrial design, the usability evaluation methods
(UEMs) resulted in considerable benefits in identifying critical aspects of product
development, allowing a significant reduction in terms of time and costs. [1].
However, in order to obtain significant improvements a huge number of critical
factors characterizing user- product interaction, must be taken into account [2]
Furthermore, inconsistencies related to some of them, could impact on the reliability
of the obtained results, regardless of the adopted methodology [3]. The design of a
usability test, cannot disregard these aspects (Figure 1) and the variability induced
from them on the experimental results. The main factors to consider are:

Figure 1: Critical factors in usability testing
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-

Sample size and representativeness of the selected sample compared to the
target population. Generally, these prerequisites are partially neglected,
mainly for economic reasons. Moreover, in some cases, the direct
involvement of the users is not possible (e.g. disable users or user with
limited cognitive skills). In these cases a valid alternative could be the
involvement of indirect users (familiars, ) of the product or expert users
(medical staff, designers) [4], [5].

-

Prototipe fidelity. Even in this case, all the choices, at an experimental stage,
are strongly conditioned by the constraints of cost and timing. Moreover a
low fidelity prototype, could affect the user- product interaction, due to the
limited functionalities.

-

Task definition. This factor is strictly related to the goal of the survey,
particularly in complex studies in which both, performance aspects and
subjective measures, should be carried out..

-

Testing environment. A very crucial issue is the definition of main differences
between testing environment and real environment, especially for remote
usability evaluation or virtual experiments.

Several of the aforementioned aspects, will be detailed later in this chapter.

1.1. Estimation of the number of users
Estimation of the number of users for a usability test is actually an unresolved
problem [6], [7], [8]. In spite of the goal of the experiments, the analysis carried out
must go together with the adopted methodology and the target of users. Indeed, the
right selection of the sample strongly affects the validation of experimental results
and their significance level (par.2.2). Many studies in the literature, are related to the
usability evaluation of interfaces; therefore, the proposed models cannot be applied
to industrial products, without prior experimental validation.
O avoid confounding, It is important to clarify the difference between "usability
problem" and '"user error in the experimental phase". The first ones are all the
factors that affect the use of the product, causing the failure in the achievement of
the task, or repeated errors before being able to perform the task itself. In this
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sense, the number of errors could be considered as an indicator of the level of
severity of the usability problems.
Nei successivi paragrafi saranno illustrati i principali modelli presenti in letteratura, le
loro evoluzioni e i loro limiti (Figure 2).

Figure 2: State of the art of the models to estimate the number of usability problems based
on the sample size of evaluators

1.1.1. The model of Virzi
The study of Virzi, attempts to estimate the number of users necessary for a
meaningful evaluation of usability, through a probabilistic approach. [9]. In three
experiments, Virzi tries to answer three fundamental questions:
1. How to determine the statistical link between the sample size and the number of
errors identified by users for a single interface.
2. How to assess how the error rate varies according to the level of severity of the
identified problems.
3. How to define the level of severity of the interface problems in sample size
estimation.
In relation to point 1, the model proposed by Virzi, relates N, the rate of usability
problems identified with the the sample i, according to eq. (1):
(1)

N =1 − ( 1 − p )i
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That is an application of the binomial model assessing the probability that n users
are able to find at least one error, being:
-

p the probability of detecting a particular usability problem

-

i number of subjects run in the evaluation

The results obtained by comparing the model output with experimental simulations
generated with the Monte Carlo method, show that the model seems to
overestimate the number of users required for usability evaluations (Figure 3). With
regard to point 2, the study shows that problems with high level of severity are
identified very quickly even from a limited sample of users. The classification of
usability problems, in this case, was carried out by users themselves ( Figure 4).
Finally, the author proposes an expert-based method (point 3), in order to identify
the severity level of usability problems, to ensure that the classification of problems
by users, is unaffected by number of errors identified in the experimental phase.

Figure 3: Proportion of usability problems uncovered as a function of the experimental
sample size. Source: Virzi R.A. (1992), “Refining the test phase of usability evaluation: how
many subjets is enough?”

1.1.1. The Nielsen’s approach: five users are enough
Jacob Nielsen in [1] states that a sample of five users seems to be enough to reveal
an error rate of at least 75%. [1] (Figure 5):
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Figure 4 : Proportion of usability problems uncovered as a function of the experimental
sample size at a given level of severity. Source: Virzi R.A. (1992), “Refining the test phase of
usability evaluation: how many subjets is enough?”

Nielsen considerations relate specifically to the heuristic evaluation of interfaces,
taking into account that:
-

On average, the error rate for a single user is around 35%

-

A cost- benefit analysis and the definition of main issues in product use, must
go together in the definition of the sample size.

Figure 5 : Usability problems found by heuristic evauation as a function of the number of
evaluators. Source: Nielsen J.(1993), “Usability Engineering”

Moreover, the analysis conducted by Nielsen refers to the evaluation of a specific
metric (number of errors in the first use of an interface), and in specific experimental
conditions. Therefore, the large-scale application of the theory "5 users is enough",
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must be subject to preliminary statistical analysis. In this perspective, the author
proposes a probabilistic model [10] for the identification of usability problems,
according to the number of users involved in the experimental phase. Starting from
the stochastic process of Poisson, the final formulation is reported in the equation
(2):
(2)

Found( i ) = N 1 − 1( 1 − λ )i 

where λ is the problem discovery rate (equivalent to the value of p in the Virzi’s
model), N is the total number of problems in the interface, and n is the number of
subjects. λ is dependent from several factors:
-

properties of the system;

-

stage in the product lifecycle in which the product is tested;

-

prototype’s fidelity;

-

type and quality of the methodology used to to conduct the test;

-

complexity of the task;

-

user expertise;

-

representativeness of the sample of users.

The model is based on the assumption that the problems identified in each test are
independent of those found in previous tests, by other users. This hypothesis is quite
acceptable in the case of heuristic evaluations, as it becomes stronger (thus
generating a greater approximation), in the case of usability testing. One of the main
limitations of the model is undoubtedly that all the usability problems have the same
probability to be identified (λ) [10]. A more reliable model should replace the fixed
value (typically set equal to 0.31) with a probability density function that recognizes
the different possibility of detection of usability problems. In conclusion, the claim
“five users are enough”, is strongly affected by the selected value λ. A λ value
greater than or equal to 0.31 (determined by Nielsen), confirming the this statement.
However, this result does not take into account the variability induced by the
composition of the sample, which, being equal "lambda", can lead to much worse
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results in terms of usability errors identified, as demonstrated by the study of
Faulkner [12].

1.1.2. The model of Lewis
Lewis [13] uses binomial confidence intervals to determine the level of acceptability
of the number of errors ,as a function of the number of users, by comparing them
with the lower limit of the binomial confidence interval [14]. In a subsequent work
Lewis, performs further statistical analysis to find a correct estimate of p in relation
to the sample size of users involved in the experiments. [15]. Using data generated
by Monte Carlo simulation, the author applies different statistical techniques
(discounting, normalization and regression). Finally a combined technique of
normalization and Good-Turing discounting is selected as the best for p estimation.
Results demonstrates that: “Practitioners can obtain accurate sample size estimates
for problem-discovery goals ranging from 70% to 95% by making an initial estimate
of the required sample size after running two participants, then adjusting the
estimate after obtaining data from another two (total of four) participants”. The
work of Lewis, cogently refers to usability errors, rather than usability problems. In
this case, the difference in terms of severity level of usability problems, is neglected.
On the other hand, the author confirms some of the results already reported by Virzi
and Nielsen, which is that the increase in the number of participants allows a
decreasing number of errors detected. In any case, the interval estimation of the
number of errors is a proposal to deepen.

1.1.3. The “Evaluator effect” of Hertzum
The authors state the Importance of the '"evaluator effect" [16] in the experimental
phase. The detections rate of unique usability problems is reported in (3):

(3)

Detection rate = Avg

Pi
over all n evaluators
PAll

Being:
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-

set of problems identified by each evaluator

-

total number of problems identified by n evaluators.

Based on what is reported in [17], the “Detection rate” has two fundamental
problems:
-

Variability in the detection rate, based on samples size. The borderline case
of a single evacuato (n=1), in which is obviously the detection rate is 100%,
since = . This implies the need to interpret this index with caution, especially
in the case of non-high sample size, defining a reasonable range of involved
users, with particular attention to the lower limit.

-

The basic assumption that the total number of interface problems is
coincident with the total number of unique problems encountered by the
evaluators is a strong weakness. Indeed, a very small sample may highlight a
number of problems lower than the real one, thus affecting the analysis.

In order to overcome this drawback, the authors propose to use a new measure,
based on the number of usability problems identified by at least two users,
compared to the total number of concordances on the sample analyzed (Eq.):

(4)

pi ∩ p j
Any − two agreement =
Avg
pi ∪ p j
over all

1
n( n − 1) pairs of evaluators
2

However, this indicator, which varies from 0 to 100%, , cannot guarantee the
detection of the total number of the errors in the interface. With reference to three
well-known heuristic methods (CW, HE, TA), the authors evaluate the impact of the
so-called "evaluator effect", taking into account various critical aspects in usability
assessment (problems severity, complexity of the work- domain, complexity of the
product, prototype fidelity, user-expertise). The results reveal a substantial
inconsistency in the application of both the indicators (Detection rate and Any-two
agreement rate) over the three methodologies. In conclusion, the authors suggest
several guidelines for usability tests:
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-

Definition og the goals of the task

-

Esplicitazione e semplificazione dell’obiettivo del task;

-

Involvement of a large sample of users, especially for critical evaluations.

1.1.4. The Spool’s model
The study of Spool et al. [18] is based on the assessment of four web- interfaces, by
using heuristic evaluation methods. The probability of finding a new problem at the
i-th stage is:
(5)
Where of

pi = ( Li −1 )
-1is

the expected proportion of usability problems found testing any single

user. The probability to find a new usability problem in the first test is (6):
(6)

( ai ) = new i / all i

Being the estimates of L, based on too noisy, the authors used the the cumulative
average of the values (7):
(7)

L = ( iai − ( i − 1)ai −1 )

1
( i −1)

, L=

∑ L( estimated )

i

Finally, starting from the eq. (5), the problems that remain to be found are (8):
(8)

=
Tx% Log( x 100 ) Log( L ) + 1

The results obtained, for the specific case study demonstrated that five users are
allowed to find about the 35% of usability problems, in opposition with Nielsen
findings. Instead, it was confirmed that the problems with a greater level of severity,
tend to be first identified by users. The study of Spool et al. is strongly affected from
the defined task. (purchase products online through Web interfaces) because the
wide variety of tested interfaces negatively affected the findings rate [10].
On the other hand, the authors demonstrated the limitations of Nielsen’s theory.
The rule "5 users is enough" is valid only if λ is equal to a fixed value (about 0.3), i.e.
when all assumptions of the original model are valid, which in some cases may be
too restrictive.
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1.1.5. The Caulton’s model
Caulton [19] develops the model of Virzi, introducing the hypothesis of nonhomogeneity 'of the sample of experimenters. Moreover, the author also makes a
classification of the usability problems:
-

Shared problems, that occur with equal probability in all users;

-

Unique problems, which are much more likely to occur in one subgroup than
in another.

Based on this assumption, relaxing the homogeneity means that users belonging to
different categories, have different probabilities of finding a unique usability
problem. In conclusion, the authors propose to use the Virzi’s model for shared
problems, while for the unique problems, a new model is adopted , as reported in
the eq.(9):
(9)

N =1 − ( 1 − p )( # subjects / # groups )

This equation reflects that when the number of subgroups in the population
increases, the number of unique problems found, decreases. The Caulton’s model
introducing the relaxation of the homogeneity assumption, allows to consider
another important factor in usability testing: the user expertize. However, the
identification of the number of subgroups within a population, is an unresolved
issue. In addition, the proposed model assumes an equal difference in the level of
expertize of users, which is a hypothesis to be tested.
1.1.6. Turner’s model
Partendo dal modello di Nielsen e Landauer [10], Turner et. al [20] propose a new
criterion for the estimation of p (or λ), in order to ensure a robust estimate of the
number of users over a different composition of the sample and the type of the task
analyzed. The proposed approach estimates the value of p as the average of the
values obtained, respectively, with a normalization procedure(10) and the GoodTouring algorithm(11). The final formulation is reported in the eq. (12):
(10)

=
pGT −adj pest / ( 1 + ( E( N1 ) / N )
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(11)
(12)

pnorm −adj =
( pest − 1 / n )( 1 − 1 )
n
=
padj 1 ( pGT −adj + pnorm −adj )
2

The study of Turner certainly represents an important evolution of the Nielsen’s
model, proposing a criterion for a robust estimation of p and providing guidelines for
the application of the model in the experimental stage.

1.1.7. Kanis: p estimators
Kanis [22] analyses the mechanisms of biasing in the estimation of the number of
usability problems (C), by using four estimators , in several testing methodologies
(Think aloud, heuristic evaluation, “one shot” observation).
The author begins with two basic assumptions:
(i)

the hypothesis that the number of problems detected in the experimental
stage allows a correct estimate of the total number of real problems of
the product / interface is illusory, as already highlighted in [17].

(ii)

All the estimators proposed in the literature have points of weakness that
must be taken into account.

The variables considered are shown in Figure 8:

Figure 6: Tables of all variables analyzed (source Kanis, 2011)

The four estimators are reported in the eq. 12-16:
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Dj

(13)

Cav =

(14)

Cf = ∑

1 − (1 − p j ) j
D fj

j

f =1

(15)

CD =

f
1 − (1 − ) j
j

D1D j −1
D1 + D j −1 − D j
j

(16)

CT =

∑ fD
f =1

j

∑ fD
f =1

The analysis shows that

f
j

f
j

− D1j

is the best estimator of C, although it could be

underestimated in several cases. To avoid this problem, the author suggests
referring to the maximum number between the two estimators e .
1.2. The level of expertise
One of the most significant factors in the definition of the user profile is the level of
competence in the interaction with the product. Sauer et al. state that users can
differ each other in several characteristics: [23].
-

Competence or expertise: knowledge of the subject a specific context of
reference. Based on this factor, a user can be roughly classified as novice or
expert;

-

Attitude: set of environmental factors that may affect user- product
interaction;

-

State: temporary conditions that can affect the user's choice;

-

Personality: behavioral aspects related to user perceptions.

The level of expertise has been widely considered in literature. One of the aspects in
which experts users differs from novice users is the level of proficiency and efficiency
in the use of a product[1] . The learning curve for novice users, has a greater slope
than that of experienced users, though, the level of efficiency achieved over time is
always lower. Thus, designing a product for novice users, means to minimize the
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learning times, maximizing the affordances of the product [24], that is the product's
ability to allow the user to use it with success from its first application.

Figure 7: Learning curves for a hypothetical system. Source Nielsen J. “Usability
Engineering”(1993)

The level of expertize may refer to[1] [2] as reported in Figure 10:
-

a field of application;

-

a specific system being evacuate;

-

a single task (work domain knowlwdge).

Moreover, it is possible to consider groups of users with different background or
individual performance. A good indicator to understand the difference between
users in terms of expertise, is the ratio between the 75th and the 25th percentile on
performance data, for single tasks. .For many tasks in computer sciences, this ratio is
equal to 2. In relation to the field of application and the system under study, the
level of expertise can respond to the need for segmentation of the user population,
i.e. the product can be intended (and therefore designed) to users with different
level of expertise. In this case the product or the interface must be flexible to
different user requirements. In relation to the task, however, different
considerations can be made, depending on the adopted testing methodology.
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Figure 8: “User cube” of the three main dimensions along which user experience differs.
Source Nielsen J. “Usability Engineering”(1993)

In usability testing, the level of expertise, substantially influence the performance of
users. Ziefle [25] for instance, compares three models of cellular phones, checking
relationships between expertise and measures of effectiveness and efficiency, in the
execution of simple tasks. A summary of the main results achieved by Ziefle is shown
in the Tab. 1.
The study highlights that level of expertise affects both, the level of success in task
accomplishment and the execution time. Moreover the level of proficiency seems to
be greater for novice users In some cases, however, the level of expertise can be a
noise factor. This occurs, for instance, when it affects the ability of the user to
interact with experimental tools, such as in virtual experiments. Indeed, the different
familiarity with haptic devices, can completely distort the obtained results. [4]. In
heuristic evaluations, however, people with different backgrounds can contribute to
the detection of different interface problems. An interesting approach to this
problem is that proposed by Caulton [19] (par. 1.1.5), based on the binomial model
of Virzi[9]. The mentioned study, refers indirectly to the level of expertise, by
considering how the heterogeneity of the sample can affect the rate of usability
problems detected by the user In conclusion, several observations can be made:
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Tab. 1: Synthesis of results obtained by Ziefle (2002)

Task

Measure

Results

Calling a number

Effectiveness measures:

Significant effect of expertize

Calling/ phone directory

-

% task

Sending a SMS
Hiding the own number

on

task

(F(1.58)=32.7;p<0.1)
Efficiency measures:

Significant effect of expertise

Editing a number in the

-

time

phone directory

-

# of additional step execution

Call divert

success

on the average time of

not required in the (F(1.58)=47.6;p<000.1)
execution of the Significant effect of expertize
task

on the # of additional step
not

required

execution

of

in

the

the

task

(F(1.58)=19.1;p<0.0001)

-

groups of users with different levels of expertise, highlight different usability
problems in relation to the level of detail in the use of the product or
interface;

-

the existence of different subgroups, in terms of level of expertise, tends to
lower the expected proportion of usability problems highlighted.

In carrying out an experiment, it is essential to check the representativeness of the
sample analyzed and the relationship between the level of severity of the usability
problems and the level of expertise.
In literature, th effectiveness of a usability evaluation is often dealt with the use of
quantitative indicators. Hartson et al. [26] propose two metrics reported in the
equations (17)(18), which refer, respectively, to the real number of problems, over
the total number of problems reported (false positive) and the rate of real problems
identified compared the real number of interface problems.
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(17)

Validity =

Number of correct predictions
Number of problems predictions

(18)

Throughness =

Number of correct predictions
Number of real problems

Folstad et al. [27] propose a review of these indices(19), (20), (21), in an empirical
study in which they compared the performance of work-domain experts and
usability experts.
(19)

Validity =

ef
( ef ) + ( hj )

With:
-

f number of real problems

-

h number of false positive problems

-

j mean of the false positive problems

-

e average probability of prediction of the real problems calculated as:
(20)
(21)

n − k n − k −1 n − k − m +1
Pr ediction Pr obability =
1−
−
...
n
n −1
n − m +1
Throughness = Mean prediction probability for real problems

Figure 9: Validity and thoroughness values for nominal groups of work-domain expert
evaluators (bold lines) and usability expert evaluators (thin lines). (source: Folstad et al.) [32]
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The results obtained confirm that the involvement of domain- experts allow to
obtain results comparable to those of usability experts in the term of validity. In
terms of thoroughness it is evident but a significant difference has been highlighted
that could be balanced by increasing the number of evaluators (work domain
experts).

1.3. Prototipe fidelity
The prototype fidelity is one of the factors that most affect the outcome of usability
testing. For obvious economic reasons, there is a strong tendency to use lowdefined prototypes, which have a lesser impact on the budget. The introduction of
virtual prototypes, has strongly influenced this process, due to its flexibility, which is
obviously not absolutely comparable to that of a physical prototypes, in subsequent
steps of redesign. However, there are, contrasting advices on the effectiveness of
the low- fidelity prototypes, [28] because there are strongly limitations in simulating
several product functionalities, with subsequent difficulties in usability problems
detection. Inoltre, le percezioni dell’utente in termini di soddisfazione possono
essere fortemente condizionate dalle differenze nell’interazione con il prodotto e
dall’impatto estetico di quest’ultimo. Moreover, user perceptions, in terms of
satisfaction, can be strongly affected by product aesthetics. One of the most known
about is to Virzi, comparing low and high fidelity prototypes, using as a reference
metric, the number of errors identified by users, for two types of electronic products
(electronic book, interaction voice response system). The usability test was
performed by using the think-aloud methodology.
The analysis of experimental results confirm a substantial equality in the number of
usability errors detected with the two prototype. In addition there is a high
correlation between the number of subjects identifying a specific usability problem
with a single type of prototype. This result must be interpreted. Its validity is related
to a specific methodology and a single metric of reference (usability problems). It is
not possible, therefore, a generalization without further tests. Sauer et al.[23] they
analyze the effects of prototype fidelity and user expertize on the results of a
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usability test. The tested product is a floor scrubber. The authors use three
prototypes at different levels of definition:
Table 1: Synthesis of prototypes used in Sauer et al. (2009)

Level

Prototype

Fully operational

High-fidelity

3D mock-up

Medium-fidelity

Paper prototype

Low-fidelity

Moreover the tasks in the study, have been modified in relation to the prototype
fidelity.The results obtained confirm that:
-

The user overestimates product requirements for low-level prototipes. Thus,
the user compensates the absence of feed-back of use with by making
cautionary choices.
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-

There are several limitations on the selection of performance measures ,
using low-level prototypes, compared to the fully operational prototypes.

-

The subjective ratings of satisfaction and aesthetics are not influenced by the
productfidelity. The user seems to use some sort of compensatory activities
[2], which leads him to consider in the same way low-and high- fidelity
prototype [2].
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Chapter III
Usability metrics
Usability is a multidimensional characteristic, as reported in the ISO 9241[1], that depends from
objective and subjective aspects of user- product interaction.
Because of its large extent, it’s very complicated to direct measure usability, but it’s possible to
define several indicators for the indirect measure of that, starting again from user- product
interaction. Indeed, measurement of product usability cannot be apart from the analysis of user
requirements, the goal of the study, the designed task and the context of use [1]. Moreover,
the choice of the right metrics for usability assessment depends also on several issues, such as
the technology available for data collection and analysis and the budget.
The ISO 9241 standard shows several examples of usability measures (Tab. 1) and states that
there is no general rule for their choice or combination, but it is necessary to provide at least
one measure for

each usability dimension (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction). An

effective summary of the appropriate usability metrics related to the most common usability
studies, is provided by [2], as reported in Tab. 2.
Starting from main literature contributions, the purpose of this chapter is to deepen the most
relevant issues in selecting the right metrics for usability assessment. The usability measures
will be grouped in measure of effectiveness, measure of efficiency and measures of satisfaction,
according to the ISO 9241 standard.
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3.1. Measures of effectiveness
The ISO 9241 standard defines effectiveness as the level of “accuracy and completeness with
which users achieve a specified goal”. Starting from this statement, all the measures of
effectiveness could be considered as performance metrics, that estimate the magnitude of
specific usability issues, giving information related to the way in which the users behave and
interact with the product and also about the use of scenarios and tasks. Following a brief
overview of the most important measures of effectiveness used in literature, is provided.
Tab. 1 Examples of measures of usability provided by the ISO 9241 standard

Effectiveness
-

Percentage of goals

Efficiency
-

achieved
-

Percentage of users

-

Time to complete a

-

task
-

successfully
completing task

Satisfaction

Task completed per

Average accuracy of

Monetary

scale

for

satisfaction
-

unit time
-

Rating

Frequency

of

discretionary use
cost

performing the task

of

-

Frequency

of

complaints

completed task

3.1.1. Task Completion
The task completion gives refers to whether the user completes a specified task. Usually, this
measure is a binary variable (e.g. 1= success, 0= failure) or a discrete variable when the number
of correct/ failed tasks is accounted. Especially in the latter case, it is very important to decide
beforehand the references to determine the level of completion or level of success in task
execution. In [2], six level of completion are reported:
-

complete success with assistance

-

complete success without assistance

-

partial success with assistance

-

partial success without assistance
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-

failure (the user didn’t understand that the task is incomplete)

-

failure (the user does not complete the task)

Starting from this classification, the role of a moderator and the level of interaction between
him and the, change completely the structure and the outcome of the test. The number of
correct/ failed tasks can be monitored also in a limited time [3]

3.1.2. Number of errors
The number of errors is a measure of accuracy in the task’s completion or in the solution to the
task. Based on the goal of the study, it’s possible to measure this metric directly (number of
errors in task, in a subtask or in a series of tasks) or indirectly (percentage of correct solutions,
number of hints to complete a task, task to criterion as, for instance, the number of attempts to
complete a given number goals) [3].

3.1.3. Spatial accuracy
The spatial accuracy is another measure of accuracy in product or interface manipulation,
during a task accomplishment. This metric could be translated in a distance from a target (point
or trajectory) or an error in terms of orientation [3].

3.1.4. Other measures of effectiveness
Other measures used in literature are [3]:
-

recall: user’s ability to remember specific features of the interface(e.g. button’s
position) and to recall them in a specific task;

-

completeness: user’s ability to accomplish the designed task in an exhaustive way.
Usually it’s measured taking into account the number of secondary tasks done.
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Tab. 2 Metrics used in usability assessment. Source Tullis and Albert “Measuring the user
experience”(2008)
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3.2. Measure of efficiency
Based on ISO 9241 standard, efficiency is “the level of effectiveness achieved to the
expenditure of resources”. In this case, measures of effectiveness could be both, performance
metrics and human effort that is a subjective aspect in user- product interaction.

3.2.1. Time
The time, usually measure the how long the take the user to complete a specific task. This
metric could be taken into account in many different ways:
-

time to complete a task or a part of that;

-

time for single specific actions;

-

time between two actions;

-

time in help function;

-

reaction’s time to a warning

3.2.2. Input rate
Input rate is an efficiency metric, used in particular for the study of intarfaces’ usability. It could
be monitored considering the speed of text entry or the the average number of the correctly
entered digits for several input methods.

3.2.3. Mental effort
Mental effort is a measures of the cognitive load of the user in task execution. One of the most
effective methods to measure the mental effort is the NASA’s Task Load Index questionnaire
[20], based on the six indicators reported in Tab. 2. For each of them a score from o to 100 is
assigned. At the same time all the indicators are weighted by using the pair- wise comparison.
Finally the mental workload is obtained as a weighted sum of the average scores for each
indicator [21].
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Other measures user for mental workload assessment are:
-

task difficulty (rated by experts)

-

physiological measures (heart variability)

3.2.4. Communication effort
The communication effort gives a measure of the amount of resources expended in the
communication process [3]. Being related to the cognitive load for the user, this metric could be
assessed indirectly, monitoring several indicators during the execution of the task (number of
interruptions, number of question asked etc.), or directly with a score assigned by the test’s
administrator.
Tab. 3 Indicators of the NASA’s Task Load Index questionnaire
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3.2.5. Other measures
Other measures of efficiency used in literature are [3]:
-

Usage patterns: measure of the level of use of an interface in a specific task (umber of
mouse clicks, number of interface actions etc.)

3.3. Learnability: performance metrics over time
The Learnability gives an idea of the proficiency of the user in using a product. It strictly related
to all the features of the product that allow users to understand easily how to handle a specifc
device, improving the performance level quickly [1]. Thus this metric could be defined as the
change of effectiveness and efficiency measures over time [4], as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Learning curves for a hypothetical system. Source Nielsen J. “Usability Engineering”(1993)

Starting from this definitions, collecting learnability data, means to collect performance data at
multiple times. Thus the main steps in learnability assessment are:
-

Selection of performance metrics to track: many studies in literature focus on efficiency
metrics (e.g. time) [2]. In some case, also effectiveness metrics have been considered
(e.g. percentage of tasks solved)[1].
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-

Definition of the time to allow between trials (trials within the same session with or
without breaks between tasks, trials between sessions) [2].

3.4. Measures of satisfaction and questionnaires for satisfaction’s data collection
Starting from ISO 9241, usability cannot be assessed without taking into account also users’
perceptions in user- product interaction. Moe specifically, the standard define the satisfaction ,
the third dimension of usability, as “the condition of freedom from discomfort and positive
attitude towards the use of the product”. The most used measures of satisfaction are [3]:
-

preference: ranking of the interfaces (or products), obtained forcing users to elicit their
level of satisfaction;

-

ease- of- use: general level of satisfaction related to a specific product or interface;

-

specific attitudes: perception of connection between the user and other persons;

-

perception of the outcomes: perception of the final result of the interaction

-

perception of interaction: perceptions related to the interaction (reliable, natural etc.)

Being related to subjective aspects of user-product interaction, these metrics could be defined
also as self- report metrics [2]. Usually this kind of data are collected by using standards
questionnaires, that could be administrated at the end of each task (post- task ratings) or at the
end of the entire session (post- session ratings ). Following the most important questionnaires
are reported.

3.4.1. Post- task ratings
The main aim of the post- task rating is to achieve the usability assessment of a product, or of a
subsystem of that, in terms of user perceptions. The definition of tested tasks reflects the
components of usability that designers consider important for the specific case study. Usually
the collection of these kind of data is achieved by using post- task questionnaires, in order to
avoid from one side problems of concentration of the user during the test and, on the other
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side, the bias due to the interaction between users and test’s administrator (desirability bias).
Following a brief review of the techniques most frequently used, is presented.

3.4.1.1.

Ease of use Questionnaire

This tool is used to assess the level of difficulty with which the user interact with a product in a
specific task [2]. Usually, the ease of use for the tested product, is assessed by using 5/ 7-point
numeric or semantic

scales (Likert). In the latter case, the respondents answer to the

statement “This task was easy to complete” with their level of agreement as reported in Tab. 4.
Tab. 4: Ease of use Questionnaire

This task was easy to complete
1

2

3

4

5

strongly

strongly

disagree

agree

3.4.1.2.

After Scenario questionnaire (ASQ)

The “After Scenario Questionnaire” [6] is a three-item questionnaires related to the three
“Usability dimensions” provided by the ISO 9241 standard [1]:
-

Level of completion of the task in a specific scenario (Effectiveness, satisfaction)

-

Time required to complete the task (Efficiency, Satisfaction)

-

Adequacy of support information provided to the user before the test administration
(satisfaction)

The respondents answer to the statements with their level of agreement by using the 7-points
scale anchored at the end with the terms “Strongly agree” and “Strongly disagree” and a “Not
applicable” point outside the scale Tab. 5.
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This questionnaire should be administrated immediately following a scenario- based usability
study, where “scenario” means a collection of tasks related to a specific products [9].
Tab. 5: ASQ Questionnaire developed by Lewis (1991)

I am satisfied with the ease of completing the tasks in
this scenario
1

2

…

6

7

Not applicable

strongly

strongly

disagree

agree

N/A

I am satisfied with the amount of time it took to
complete the task in this scenario
1

2

…

6

7

Not applicable

strongly

strongly

disagree

agree

N/A

I am satisfied with the support information

1

2

…

6

7

Not applicable

strongly

strongly

disagree

agree

3.4.1.3.

N/A

Printer Scenario Questionnaire (PSQ)

The “Printer Scenario Questionnaire”[6] is the early version of te ASQ. The structure of the two
questionnaires is very similar, but the first one uses a 5- point scale, instead of a 7- point scale.
Several studies in literature[10] demonstrated that the results of the ASQ and PSQ are broadly
comparable. The only difference is in terms of internal consistency. Indeed, the PSQ shows a
lower value of alpha, due to the use of a 5-point scale, instead of 7- points scale.
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3.4.1.4.

Expectation Measure

This method compares, for each user, the perceived level of difficulty (experience rating) and
the expected level of difficulty, based on task description (expectation rating)[2].
Usually, a 7- point rating scale anchored at the end with the terms “Very difficult”=1 and “Very
easy”=7 is used for both ratings. Analyzing data, it’s possible to define the four scenarios
represented in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Comparison between average and expectation rating. Source: Tullis and Albert Measuring the
user experience, adapted from Albert and Dixon(2003)

-

“Fix it fast” scenario, which corresponds to an strong level of dissatisfaction of the users
(level of difficulty higher than expected) showing high criticalities of the product that
must be promptly solved;

-

“Don’t touch it” scenario, in which there is complete consistency between expectations
and perceptions of the user in terms of high level of difficulty in interacting with the
product. It is therefore an optimal condition;

-

“Promote it” scenario, which corresponds to an strong level of satisfaction of the users
(level of difficulty lower than expected) showing features that distinguish the product
from competitors and that must be improved;
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-

“Big opportunity” scenario”, in which there is complete consistency between
expectations and perceptions of the user in terms of low level of difficulty in interacting
with the product. It is therefore a clear opportunity to make improvements.

3.4.1.5.

Usability Magnitude Estimation

The Usability Magnitude Estimation approach [11] is based on users self- reported measures.
According to classical psychophysics methods, the procedure starts providing to participants
the extremes reference designs (examples of “good” and bad “designs”) and asking a rating for
both of them. Then, the user should rate the accomplished task, taking into account the scored
provided for the extremes design as a reference. The comparison between several studies, is
allowed by using the Master Usability Scaling technique, through the creation of a universal
usability continuum[13].

3.4.2. Post- session ratings
The post- session metrics are always self- report metrics, that are administrated after the whole
usability test (instead that after a specific task), in order to allow comparison between multiple
design alternatives or score record of the global usability of a product over time [2].

3.4.2.1.

System Usability Scale (SUS)

The “System Usability Scale” is a ten-item questionnaires related to user- system interaction,
with odd-numbered items worded positively and even-numbered items worded negatively (Tab.
6). The respondents answer to the ten statements with their level of agreement by using the 5-

points Likert scale, anchored at the end with the terms “Strongly agree” and “Strongly
disagree”. After the task execution, the ratings are combined in a overall score with a given
technique. The score contribution for each task, range from 0 to 4. For positively-worded items
(1, 3, 5, 7 and 9), the score contribution is the scale position minus 1. For negatively-worded
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items (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10), it is 5 minus the scale position. To get the overall SUS score, the sum of
the item score contributions is multiplied by 2.5. Thus, SUS scores range from 0 to 100 in 2.5point increments [14]. Despite the practitioners describe this tool as a “quick and dirty”
usability scale, recent studies demonstrate that SUS has a level of reliability (alpha coefficient of
0.85) higher than typical minimum reliability goal for questionnaires used in usability
assessment (about 0.70) [17]. The use of SUS presents many advantages related to [16]: easy of
use, minimal training required, immediately comprehensible output, applicability in various
domains, easy comparison of different products, easy to use in conjunction with other UEMs,
quick application. A review of the SUS is proposed by Findstad [18], who demonstrated that the
original version of the SUS could be not suitable for non- native English speakers.
Tab. 6: SUS Questionnaire. Source Tullis and Albert “Measuring the user experience”(2008)
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3.4.2.2.

Post- Study System Usability questionnaire (PSSUQ)

The Post- Study System Usability questionnaire (PSSUQ) [6] is a post-study questionnaire,
developed to be administrated in person in order to provide to participants an overall
evaluation on the product/ system in terms of usability. It consists of 19 items selected from a
group of evaluators and related to ease of use, ease of learning simplicity, effectiveness,
information and user interface. The psychometric assessment conducted by Lewis, revealed
that that basic items, through the principal factor analysis, could be grouped in three human
engineering factors (system usefulness, information quality and Interface quality) which
account for the 87% of the variance.

3.4.2.3.

Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ)

The Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [6] is a post-study questionnaire,
developed to be administrated online, strating from the PSSUQ. It consists of 19 items that
could be grouped in four categories:
-

System usefluness

-

Information quality

-

Interface quality

-

Overall satisfaction

The respondents answer to the statements with their level of agreement by using the 7-points
scale anchored at the end with the terms “Strongly agree” and “Strongly disagree” and a “Not
applicable” point outside the scale. The psychometric assessment conducted by Lewis, revealed
that that the factor structure of the CSUQ is very similar to that of the PSSUQ. The basic items
could be grouped in three human engineering factors (system usefulness, information quality
and Interface quality) which account for the 98.6% of the variance.
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Tab. 7: CSUQ Questionnaire. Source Tullis and Albert “Measuring the user experience”(2008)

3.1.1.1.

Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS)

The Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS), was developed by the University of
Maryland in order to assess customer satisfaction in user- product interfaces. In their first paper
[19], Chin et al. developed five version of the questionnaire. For all of them, the aim is the
elicitation of subjective user opinions on all usability aspect related to user- product interaction
(ease of use, system capability, consistency, learning). The questionnaire consists of 27 rating
scales, grouped in five categories. In the first one (overall reaction to the software), the users
rate directly the interface without any statement, by using a semantic differential scale with
polar opposites.
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In the others sections the respondents answer to the 21 statements with their level of
agreement by using the 9-points scale anchored at the end again with polar opposites terms
and a “Not applicable” point outside the scale [19].
Tab. 8: QUIS Questionnaire. Source Tullis and Albert “Measuring the user experience”(2008)

The preliminary study conducted by chin et al. revealed an higher reliability of the
questionnaire (Cronbach’s alpha of the QUIS 5.0 equal to 0.94). The use of SUS presents many
advantages related to [16]: easy of use, minimal training required, immediately comprehensible
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output, reliability of the output, modifiability in relation to the requirements, effectiveness also
for small sample size.
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Chapter IV
Combined metrics for usability assessment
The collection of different kind of metrics in usability tests is an important source of
information for designers, in order to improve product’s usability. Therefore,
sometimes, starting from single measures, it’s complicated to select the best design
alternative, enhancing both performance and satisfaction of the users. Thus, the
assessment of the global usability of a product is a challenge for many reasons:
-

the outcome of user- product interaction depends from factors related to
subjective and objective measures that pertain to completely different fields;

-

the usability metrics have different measurement scales and magnitude;

-

based on product use, metrics could have a different level of importance;

-

people involved in product life- cycle process , but not experts in usability
studies (designers, managers), are often not able to interpret and use data
from a usability test.

All these issues highlight the necessity to provide simplest tools in usability
assessment, summarizing contributions (in terms of metrics) of different nature.
Several authors tried to assess usability, combining usability metrics in a single score.
Following, the main contributions in literature are reported.

4.1. Summated Usability Index (SUM)
4.1.1. The model
In [1], Sauro et al. developed a quantitative model to summarize usability metrics in
a single score, starting from ISO 9241 standard definition of usability [2]. The
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assessment of usability has been realized, starting from four metrics widely used in
literature:
-

Time (measure of efficiency

-

# of errors (measure of effectiveness)

-

Completion (measure of effectiveness)

-

Average of satisfaction (measure of satisfaction)

The general structure of the model is reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Quantitative Model of Usability. Source: Sauro, J., Kindlund, E. (2008). A method to
standardize usability metrics into a single score.

Usability test were conducted to assess three Windows- based interfaces and a webbased application. Then usability metrics were combined in a single index named
Summated Usability Metric (SUM), using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [3].
The purpose of this technique is the reduction of the original set of observed
variables in a reduced set of latent variables. This is done through a linear
transformation, which projects the original variables in a new Cartesian system in
descending order of variance. Using this methodology, the authors built a better
model of usability aimed at remove redundant data from the overlapping variables .

4.1.2. The methodological approach
The main steps of the proposed methodology are:
1. Examination of relationships between metrics.
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The application of PCA is based on the hypothesis of collinearity in the set of
variables analysed. Otherwise, the principal components coincide with the observed
variables, except for a rearrangement according to the variance. In order to verify
the relationships between variables, the correlation matrix for the four datasets was
analysed. Results of this step show a moderated correlation between metrics ranged
from 0.3 to 0.5. Moreover satisfaction level seems to be positively affected by
performance metrics.
2. Application of PCA and application of components to retain.
Once the correlation matrices and their eigenvalues were obtained, the principal
components were defined for each test, according to the following heuristic
evaluation criteria[1][3]:
− Cumulative variance
− Kaiser's rule
− Scree plot test
The results of this phase show that the first PC accounted for more than the 50% of
the variance for all the tests. Moreover, all the variables resulted significant (each
variable added new information not contained in the others). Thus the first PC is a
linear combination, obtained from the original set of experimental variables, or
rather, the four collected metrics (time, errors, completion and satisfaction). The
coefficients in this linear combination define the weight of each variable in terms of
variance. Since all four variable have roughly the same coefficients, the authors
concluded that all metrics had the same relevance.
Finally, the interpretation of the coefficients revealed that the level of completion
and the satisfaction tended to increase when the time and number of errors
decreased .
3. Standardization and final definition of the index SUM
The first PC, so defined, was assumed as a single score for usability assessment. In
order to allow different components scores across data sets, all variables were
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standardized, using techniques reported in [4][5]. Then a single, standardized and
summated usability metric (SUM) for each task was obtained by averaging together
the standardized values of the variables (time, errors, completion and satisfaction),
based on the equal weighting of the coefficients from the PCA. The coherence
between the so defined index and the first PC was verified with a regression analysis,
which confirmed a strong positive correlation between them Figure 2.

4.1.3. Main issues in SUM model and applications
The main issue in the model to proposed by Sauro et al, is represented by its the lack
of generality. When from the application of the PCA, more than one PC must be
retained, it is not possible to define a single score that summarize the original
variable’s set. Moreover, the same results imply that the input variables have
different weights (in terms of variance). It is clear that the interpretation of more
than one principal component is strongly affected by the designers' experience and
sensitivity in evaluating their correlations with the input variables. Furthermore, the
PCA needs a huge number of experimental data, which go far beyond the
possibilities of participatory tests.

Figure 2: Regression Plot of PCA Score and SUM. Source: Sauro, J., Kindlund, E. (2008). A
method to standardize usability metrics into a single score.
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4.2. Il modello di Kim
4.2.1. The model
In [6], Kim et al. provided a new approach for the usability assessment of industrial
products through the definition of a synthetic index (Integrated usability index). The
quantitative model of usability, is based, once again on a hierarchic structure (Figure
3). The lowest level of the model is represented by the usability dimensions,
translated during the experimental phase, in measurable functions (usability
measures). Based on the field of application, all the usability measures could be
grouped. For each so- defined subgroup, a synthetic usability index could be defined
(Individual Usability Index). Then, the linear combination of all these indices, is the
aforementioned Integrated Usability Index.

Integrated usability
index

Usability

Usability
category a

Individual usability
index

Usability Dimensions

Usability
measure 1

Usability
category b

Usability
measure 2

Usability
measure n

Figure 3: Quantitative model of usability. Adapted from Kim, J., Han, S.H. (2008). A
methodology for developing a usability index of consumer electronic products

4.2.2. The methodological approach
The adopted methodology is based on four steps (Figure 4):
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1. Classification of Usability dimensions
The evaluation of consumer electronic products starts from the analysis of
relationships between product, user and task in a potential context of use, which
allows the appropriate measures for the assessment of product usability. More
specifically, the authors conducted an in- depth survey, reviewing literature.

Figure 4: Procedure to calculate the Usability Index. Source: Kim, J., Han, S.H. (2008). A
methodology for developing a usability index of consumer electronic products

Finally 50 usability dimensions were collected and then reduced to 18 (Tab. 1).
Tab. 1: Usability dimensions for electronic producs. Source: Kim, J., Han, S.H. (2008). A
methodology for developing a usability index of consumer electronic products

Usability Dimensions

Explanation

Simplicity

The user interfaces and interaction methods of a product
should be simple, plain, and intuitively recognizable

Consistency

The user interfaces and the interaction methods should be
consistent within a product and between the same product
family

Modelessness

Each user interface and interaction method should have
only one designated meaning and behavior

Locus of control

Authority to control all the functions and the appearance of
user interfaces should be given to a user

Directness

Any operations should be designed to give a user the feeling
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of direct manipulation
Feedback

The status of a product and the consequences of any user
operations should be immediately and clearly provided

Helpfulness

Any helpful information that a user may refer to should be
provided whenever a user needs

Forgiveness

When an error is recognized, ability for a user to take
corrective actions should be given to a user

Error prevention

The user interfaces and the interaction methods should be
designed to prevent a user from making any mistakes or
errors

Adaptability

Modification of user interfaces should fit different users and
conditions according to users’ experience, knowledge and
preference

Accessibility

Any functions and user interfaces should be easily
accessible when a user wants

Learnability

Efforts required to learn the user interfaces and the
interaction methods should be small

Memorability

The user interfaces and the interaction methods should be
easy to recall

Familiarity

Familiar user interfaces and the interaction methods should
be adopted to make users apply their previous experience

Predictability

The interaction method and the meanings of user interfaces
should conform with user’s expectations

Informativeness

User interfaces presented to user should be easy and clear
to understand

Effectiveness

Every function users want should be implemented in a
product

Efficiency

A product should be designed to allow a user to perform
functions in a quick, easy, and economical way

Then, all the usability dimensions were classified, in three groups (Figure 5):
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-

Product based dimensions, related to product features that could be assessed
in the early stage of product design;

-

Product- user based dimensions, affected by user’s control the product,
affordance of the interface across different user’s profiles.

-

Product- user- task based dimensions, influenced by the context. In order to
collect these metrics, it is crucial to take into account cognitive aspects of
user-product interaction.

2. Development of usability measures
Starting from product analysis and literature review, all usability dimension were
translated in usability measures that could be directly collected in the experimental
phase.
3. Usability index definition
The usability measures ( ), collected during experiments were normalized in order to
allows the comparison between them. The outcome of normalization procedure are
the transformed measures ( ), ranged from 0 to 1. Then, for each subgroup of
usability measures, the individual usability index (IUI) is defined as in (1).
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Figure 5: Classification of usability Dimensions. Source: Kim, J., Han, S.H. (2008). A
methodology for developing a usability index of consumer electronic products

(1)

=
IUI

n

∑w
i =1

i

× tmi

Being the weights of each transformed measure, that could be different, based on
the level of priority of usability measures in the specific application. Finally, the
Integrated Usability Index (UI), calculated across all the usability measures, is the
linear combination of all the Individual Usability Index (2):
=
UI

(2)

n

∑d
i =1

i

× IUIi

Being the weights of each Individual Usability Index, that could be different, based
on the specific application. The application of a real case study revealed a high
correlation between the index and the subjective score. Thus the proposed model
seems to be appropriate to estimate user preference.

4.1.1. Main issues in Integrate Usability model and applications
The proposed approach is a very simple index for the assessment of usability based
on a hierarchic model. Being the model defined for consumer electronic products, it
could be difficult to use the Integrate usability index for a generic case study, without
substantially changing the nature of the metrics. Then, although the conceptual
definition of the weights was provided, the authors assumed that the same
relevance for all the usability measures an all the Individual usability indices. In order
to obtain a more effective assessment of usability with the index, several criteria for
the calculation of the weights should be highlighted.
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Chapter V
A new approach for usability assessment

The literature review conducted in previous chapter highlighted several important topic
in usability assessment. Starting from these results, the aim of these thesis was the
development of participatory design methodologies by using statistical techniques in
order to support designers in product development. More specifically a new approach
for usability assessment is proposed (Figure 1), with two main objectives.
 The design of participatory experiments to collect objective and subjective data
related to user‐ product interaction. More specifically, the proposed
experimental protocol is related to experiments in virtual reality (VR). Indeed,
the use of VR can be a valuable tool for usability assessment in the early stages
of product design. A proper experimental setup may in fact allow a significant
reduction in time and costs of product development.
 The development of a model for usability assessment. Designers are often not
able to interpret and use data from a usability test. In order to help them in
designing better products, taking into account the most important aspects of
user‐ product interaction, a single index was defined. This index is a summated
metric that synthesizes performance data and satisfaction scores.
Being this study in the exploratory phase, also a first validation of the model is
proposed. The approach is tested on a real case study involves the design of an
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integrated system aimed at assisting disabled people (a powered wheelchair equipped
with a robotic arm), in which the usability of two control devices has been evaluated.
For this purpose, an user‐centered approach, which involves expert users early in the
design process, has turned out essential.

Figure 1: A new approach for usability assessment

5.1 The case study: a wheelchair mounted manipulator
The case study concerns a powered wheelchair equipped with a robotic arm. Starting
from two existing products ( the powered wheelchair Indoor 2003 by Neatech and the
robotic arm KUKA Light Weight Robot) (Figure 2), the virtual model of the integrated
system (Figure 3) has been conceived [1]. This is an innovative concept, designed in order
to guarantee the maximum usability for disable users in deambulation and handling
objects. The robotic arm can move around the wheelchair by sliding along a rail. The so
conceived concept allows rotations around an horizontal axis and changes of inclination,
widely increasing the robot workspace. Such characteristic strongly improve the
interaction by adapting the workspace to user’s needs.
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Figure 2: The real powered wheelchair and the robotic arm KUKA

It is important to notice that, currently, a real prototype of the product does not exist.
All tests, therefore, have only been performed on the virtual prototype of the integrated
system.

Figure 3: The wheelchair mounted manipulator

More precisely, this study presents a methodology for assessing the usability of two
control devices for such a product. As mentioned, not only the functional requirements
needs to be considered, but also the subjective needs of the target user, which are not
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necessarily obvious. These have been approached with Virtual Reality (VR) technologies.
The use of Virtual Reality as a tool to collect experimental data provided significant
benefits in terms of performance and repeatability of the tests, ensuring controlled
experimental conditions. A Virtual Environment (VE) also shields the user from any risk
potentially related to the physical interaction with actual robot prototypes.

5.2 The methodological approach
Hence, the usability evaluation must go together with the analysis of both objective and
subjective aspects, that are closer to the emotional sphere of the individual. In this
sense, the involvement of the user into the design process is crucial (User Centred
Design). The proposed methodology can be summarized in five steps (Figure 4), briefly
described following [2]:

Figure 4: Main steps of the proposed methodology
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I.

User profile definition

During the first phase, both the main characteristics of the user and the potential issues
coming from the interaction with the product and its context of use are properly
identified. For our case study, the product at issue is a powered wheelchair equipped
with a robotic arm, while our standard user is a person suffering total disability of the
lower limbs. The analysis of the user profile has highlighted following basic
requirements for the control devices
‐

robot control: the robot arm has been intended to support the standard user in
interacting

with object allowing them to perform simple daily activities

(grasping, handling etc.);
‐

wheelchair control: the device should allow the normal deambulation,
minimizing the efforts of the user;

‐

cognitive load: It is well understood that an intuitive interface and ergonomic
controls greatly facilitate the user in controlling the device. Moreover, since the
user‐product interface should be consistent with the impairments of the user
that imply the inability to perform complex movements, the interface must meet
the user needs with no cognitive overload.

II.

Interface characteristics analysis

During the second phase, the global Usability is broken down into two levels according
to the Saaty's Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The first level is made of Usability
Dimensions, in compliance with ISO reference standard 9241‐11:1998 . The second level
contains the so‐called Usability Characteristics Factors. The mutual importance of the
elements inside each level is scored with proper weights.
III.

Design of VR experiments

A proper task is defined, according to the requirements coming from the User profile
definition. This task allows the first goal of this step, translating the Usability
Characteristic Factors into measurable functions (Usability Functions), that are the last
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level of the hierarchy. The second goal consists in reducing the noise related to the skill
of the user in approaching the virtual reality technologies in general.
More specifically, this implies:
‐

a preliminary selective questionnaire;

‐

a user training phase;

‐

some preliminary simulations.

IV.

Experiments

The fourth step concerns the processing of the experimental data. Basically, a multi‐
criteria analysis allows combining the values of the individual usability functions into a
single index of usability.
V.

Data analysis and conclusions
‐

Definition of the last level of the hierarchy

‐

Enhancing the robustness to VR‐related noise

Finally, the last step of the proposed methodology, is the data analysis (see section 5).
During that phase, initially, the weights for each level of the hierarchy are defined with a
bottom‐up approach. Then, the mean effects of each control factor related both to the
global usability index and to the usability functions (defined at the lowest level of the
hierarchy) are investigated through descriptive statistics, following a DOE approach.

5.2.1

The model

With respect to the case study, the user‐product interface actually is the control system
of both the robotic manipulator and the powered wheelchair. As aforementioned, for
purely research purposes, the authors have chosen to compare two typical control
devices: the space‐mouse and the joystick (Figure 5). The comparison of the latter
devices in terms of usability has been approached with the Saaty's Analitic Herarchy
Process (AHP) [3]. The first step of this methodology implies the decomposition of the
problem into several levels and factors.
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Figure 5: The tested input devices: the space‐mouse and the joystick

The first decomposition has been made, according to ISO 9241‐11:1998 standard [4] in
usability dimensions (UD) (crf. Chapter III). Starting from literature review and the
analysis of the case study, a further level of the hierarchical model has been defined,
translating usability dimensions in “Usability Characteristics Factors” (UCF). The aim at
this stage, was to consider critical aspects in the usability assessment of the devices,
object of study, without neglecting the main design characteristics, already defined in
the analysis of the product’s interface (robot control, wheelchair control, cognitive
load).

Finally

the

six

UCF

reported

in

Figure 6 have been identified.
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Figure 6: Usability hierarchical decomposition (level I and II)

The last step in the definition of the model, has been the definition of the “Usability
Function”(UF) that is strictly related to the definition of the experimental task. In order
to correctly assess the usability functions, several performance indicators were
measured through a proper VR simulation. The goal of this final test (simulation III)
consists in moving a virtual ball between two defined positions along a straight path.
That task is accomplished when the manipulator's end‐effector reaches the desired
position (Figure 7).

Figure 7: The task: moving a virtual ball between two defined positions along a straight path

According to the hierarchical decomposition above described, the final test provides the
following usability functions (UFs):
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‐

Movement Error (ME) (measure of control capability) is the deviation of the real
path from the reference one (Figure 8);

‐

Number of Goals (G) (measure of accuracy on target) is the number of times the
user reaches the goal;

‐

Number of Errors (E) (measure of accuracy on movement) is the number of
penalties that the user scores during a single performance, when going beyond
the error plans that limit the test area (Figure 9);

‐

Time (T) (measure of efficiency) is the time needed to accomplish the test;

‐

Communication effort (Q1) (measure of efficiency) is a score assigned by the
administrator after the test a 5‐points scale. It measures the effort made by the
user to clarify all his doubts about the functionality of the control devices;

‐

User Preference (Q2) (measure of satisfaction) is a score which expresses the
preferences of users about the control devices;
More specifically, it is the average of two different scores:
a) “Difficulty in use” score, prvided by the user by using a 3‐point scale;
b) “Behaviour score”, assigned by the administrator of the test, by using once
again, a 3‐point scale

‐

Q3 (ease of use) is a score assigned by the user through a questionnaire (Tab. 1),
according to literature (crf. Par. 3.4.1.1). It defines the ease of use of the system,
intended as the ease perceived by the tester about the response of the
integrated system compared to the initial training phase (measure of
satisfaction).

Tab. 1: Ease of use questionnaire

1

This task was easy to complete
2
3
4

strongly
disagree
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Figure 8: Reference path for Movement Error measurement.

These Usability Functions (UF) define the lowest level of the hierarchical model (Figure
10).

Figure 9: Reference path for # Error measurement.
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Figure 10: Usability hierarchical decomposition (level III)

5.2.2

The Usability index

Starting from the assumption that all the factors of the hierarchy, for each level are
preferentially independent each other, then a simple linear additive evaluation model
could be applied to combine all the measures corresponding to the factors of the model
into one overall value by means of Multi‐Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). This is done
by multiplying the measure of each factor by a weight based on a specific criterion, and
then adding all those weighted scores together. The calculation of the index starts from
the usability functions (UF), by using data collected during experiments. Being data of
different nature and magnitude, a preliminary normalization is required in order to
allows the comparison between them. The normalization techniques adopted for the
specific usability functions, are reported in the paragraph 5.2.2.1. The outcome of the
normalization procedure are the usability measures (umi), that range from 0 to 1. Then,
for each subgroup of usability measures, the usability dimension index (UDI) are defined
as in the (1).
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n

UDIi   w i  umi

(1)

i 1

Being wi the weights of each usability measure, that could be different, based on the
level of priority of usability measures in the specific application. The three usability
dimension index are in specific:
‐

the Index of effectiveness

‐

the Index of efficiency

‐

the Index of satisfaction

Finally the weighted sum of these three index provides the overall results for the
usability index (2):
n

UI   w i  UDIi

(2)

i 1

5.2.2.1 Normalization techniques
To avoid the effect of different measurement units, the data should be normalized, that
is to transform them within a smaller and common range (usually [‐1; 1] or [0,1]).
Following, the adopted normalization techniques are briefly described:
‐

Min‐ Max normalization performs a linear transformation of the original data.
The considered value eij , is transformed in a new value eijI ranged in the interval
[0,1] using the formula (3):
eijI 

(3)

eij  mini
maxi  mini

where mini and maxi are the extremes values in the i dimension (column dimension).
‐

0‐ Max normalization performs, once again, a linear transformation of the
original data (4). This is a particular case of the min‐ max standardization, that
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occurs when the lower limit of the interval of original values is equal to 0 ( mini =
0).
eijI 

(4)

eij
maxi

The normalization techniques adopted for each usability function are reported in Tab. 2.
Tab. 2: Normalization techniques adopted for each usability function

Normalization technique

Usability Function

Min‐ Max

ME, E, T

0‐Max

G, Q1, Q2, Q3

5.2.2.2 The weight’s assignement: the AHP
The second phase of Saaty’s methodology deal with the scoring of all the factors of the
hierarchy [3]. The AHP is applied in order to evaluate the relevance of the factors in the
hierarchy, taking into account the analysis of user‐product interaction. Starting from the
hierarchical structure of the model, all the weights are assigned. All the elements of the
same cluster are compared in pairs by adopting he Saaty’s scale, that is a 9‐points scale
anchored at the end with the terms “Equivalent alternatives” and “The chosen
alternative is absolutely better than the other one”(Tab. 3)
Tab. 3: The Saaty’s questionnaire

1

3

5

7

9

Equivalent

Weak

Essential

Demonstrated

Absolute

importance

importance

importance

importance

importance
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For each cluster, a total of n( n  1) 2 pair‐wise comparison are evaluated, where n is the
number of factors of the hierarchy for each cluster. Let A denote the generic matrix of
the pair‐ wise comparison (5):

(5)

 1 a12
a
 21 1
 ... ...

an1 ...

... a1n 
... a2n 

...

... 1 

The generic matrix element aij is the result of the pair‐ wise comparison between the
attribute of the row i and the column j, with respect to a certain task, using the Saaty's
scale .Thus, the main diagonal of the matrix consists of unit elements only (self‐
compared attributes), while the values of other cells are always positive, according to
the reciprocity property (6):
aij 

(6)

1
a ji

Once the pairs comparison matrix has been defined, the weight of each element is
assumed as (7):
1

(7)

 n
 n
a
  ij 
j 1

wi  
, i , j  1, 2,....,n
1
n  n
 n
  aij 

i 1  j 1


Where n is the dimension of the metrics related to the element at issue. In particular,
the weights are allocated with a bottom‐up logic, starting from the lowest level of the
hierarchy (Usability Functions) and ending with the highest one (Usability).

5.3 The experiments
The familiarity of the users with VR technologies and interfaces can be intended as a
noise factor for the experiments because the potential user population may include
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individuals with different skill levels. In order to limit their impact on the final results,
these factors have been considered by means of several steps:
‐

a selective preliminary questionnaire has been administrated in ordet to select
only users with a minimum level of experience. More specifically, the familiarity
of the users with very common computer gaming interfaces and control devices
has been considered a relevant factor for the skill level assessment.

‐

a preparatory phase in which the users are introduced to the tests;

‐

the administration of two preliminary VR simulations to train the user.

The two preliminary simulations are:
‐

Simulation I This simulation is intended to train the user on the navigation
through the virtual environment. In this simulation the interactions with objects
are not allowed; the user can only control the powered wheelchair moving it
through the virtual flat.

‐

Simulation II The user can move through the virtual environment, interacting
with objects. During this simulation, the user has to accomplish a specific task: to
move a book between two shelves of a library, from a lower shelf to a higher
one. The task is achieved when the book collides with a predefined control
volume (Figure 11).

The test has three replications. The administrator collects the individual execution time.
It is worth noticing that Simulation II is intentionally more difficult than the final test
(simulation III) that is actually used for the data collection.
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Figure 11: Simulation II: moving a book between two shelves of a library

Indeed, Simulation II is intended not only to train the user with the control interfaces,
but also to assess its familiarity level with VR technologies. This familiarity level is
assumed inversely proportional to the average execution time measured during the
three administrations of the test. Those who have completed the test in an average time
of less than 60 seconds, have been considered “expert users" that are particularly skilled
in the use of VR technologies. Finally the simulation III. was accomplished.

5.3.1 The experimental setup
The interface characteristics analysis and the definition of the user profile have
suggested that the most important design features are:
 the ability to control the robot (R);
 the ability to control the powered wheelchair (K);
 the logical and cognitive load of the user (C).
These design features have been used as factors of the Design Of Experiments (DOE). On
the other hand, the level of expertise (L) in using the two input devices (Skill level ) has
been assumed as a noise factor with two levels (Tab. 4). All the latter factors have been
summarized in the cross array shown in Tab. 5. Because of the high complexity of the
test, starting from the above identified control factors, a fractionated factorial design,
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23‐1, has been developed as inner array and a two‐skill‐level design has been adopted as
outer array.
Tab. 4: Control Factors and Noise Factors

Control Factors

0

1

Robot Control

R

Spacemouse

Joystick

Wheelchair Control

K

Joystick

Spacemouse

Cognitive Load

C

one hand

two hands

0

1

low

high

Noise Factor
Skill Level

L

Tab. 5 The cross array planned for the experimental phase

0

1

L

R

K

C

Mean

TEST I

0

0

1

XI,0

XI,1

MI

TEST II

0

1

0

XII,0

XII,1

MII

TEST III

1

0

0

XIII,0

XIII,1

MIII

TEST IV

1

1

1

XIV,0

XIV,1

MIV

5.3.2 Experimental protocol
VR experiments have been conducted according to the following experimental protocol:
1. administration of a questionnaire for the selective collection of information on
the cultural background of the user and its familiarity with the control interfaces.
The questionnaire is a selective tool to recruit testers with appropriate skills;
2. briefing to explain the contents of the tests;
3. user training with simulation I and II;
4. viewing a video tutorial about the final test;
5. administration of the final test (Simulation III).
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The final test has been administrated three times to each user. During the test
execution, performance measures (ME, G, E, T) have been collected. The administrator
has also recorded his impression about the user to determine his communication effort
while interacting with the virtual environment (Q1). Moreover, after the simulation, a
questionnaire has been administrated to each user, in order to assess the preference
(Q2) and Ease of use (Q3) factors. Finally, a further VRSART questionnaire for assessing
the sense of presence has been administrated.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Weights assessment
The weights for all levels of the hierarchic model of usability have been assigned by
using a pair‐ wise comparison method. In particular, a questionnaire has been
administrated to seven experienced designers, who already knew the case study and its
main characteristics. The assignment of the weights has then followed a bottom‐up
approach. More precisely, starting from the lowest level of the hierarchy, all weights
were calculated by comparing in pairs all usability function stemming from the same
usability characteristic (Figure 10: Usability hierarchical decomposition (level III)Figure 12). For
instance, with reference to the accuracy (i.e. an usability characteristic factor), the two
usability functions number of goals and number of errors have been defined. Depending
on the task and the above mentioned interface requirements, each expert assigned a
preference score to the best between the two usability functions of each pair, by using
Saaty’s scale (crf. par. 5.2.2.2).Once the respondents selected the best usability
function, they answer to the statements “Taking into account product functionalities
and the application field, how much the selected usability function is better than the
other one?”. Finally, the weights were obtained from (7). Tab. 6 shows an example of
weights calculation based on the scores assigned by the expert 1.
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Figure 12: The weighted model of usability
Tab. 7 summarizes the weights obtained for G and E functions, that depend on the

scores assigned by the whole panel of experts. Further, moving to the second level of
the hierarchy, all the weights for the Usability Characteristic Factors (UCF) have been
found following a bottom‐ up approach. Finally, the vector p of the weights for the
Usability Dimensions (UD) respect to the global Usability (U) has been defined as (8):
p  0.42, 0.27, 0.31

(8)
Tab. 6: Example of weights calculation

Target (G)

Movement (E)

Target (G)

1.0

0.5

Movement (E)

0.25

1.0
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 n

  aij 
 j 1 

1
n

0.25

0.5

wi

Tab. 7: Weight assigned for the usability functions G and E

Ex1

Ex2

Ex3

Ex4

Ex5

Ex6

Ex7

Mean

wi (Target)

0.80 0.33 0.75 0.75 0.88 0.80 0.72 0.80

wi (Movement)

0.20 0.67 0.25 0.25 0.12 0.20 0.28 0.20

5.4.2 The usability Index
Starting from the Usability Functions, through the combination of AHP and MCDA, the
Usability Dimensions Indices (UDIi) have been assessed for each experiment (Tab. 8).

Tab. 8: Usability Dimensions Indices (UDIi)

E1

E2

S

Test I

0.45

0.75

0.71

Test II

0.80

1

1

Test III

0.57

0.50

0.79

Test IV

0.75

0.95

0.78

At this level of the hierarchy, Test II achieves the best results in terms of effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction. For this, regardless of the choice for the weights vector at the
last level, the best simulation in terms of usability will always be the second one. In fact,
the weighted sum of the Usability Dimensions Indices provides the overall results for the
usability index as reported in the equation (2).
All the results for the four test are summarized in Tab. 9:

Tab. 9: Usability Index for all the tests
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UI
Test I

0,609

Test II

0,915

Test III

0,621

Test IV

0,812

As expected, the best solution belongs to Test II, that obtains an usability value of 0,915,
which is related to (R0;K1;C0) configuration, that is:
‐

Space‐mouse for the robot control;

‐

Space‐mouse for the wheelchair control

‐

Only one hand to handle the interface (minor cognitive load)

This allows to evaluate even the remaining tests that were not able to be ranked
because of the different values of E1, E2and S at the previous level. Nevertheless, Test
IV obtains a good UI value, while UI values coming from Test I and Test III are quite far
from the best one.

5.4.3 Preliminary analysis
The purpose of these preliminary analysis has been to evaluate the differences between
novice and experts users, based on measures of effectiveness efficiency and satisfaction,
in a task’s execution. The experimental protocol, with the two preliminary training
stages, has been designed for the elimination of the gap between users with different
confidence level with VR technologies ("expertise effect"). Indeed, the level of expertise
could influence both, performance measures and subjective perceptions, in terms of
satisfaction. The descriptive statistics seems to show a better performance of expert
users in task execution in terms of ME (Figure 13), while there is no evidence of
differences between novice and expert users for others objective measures. The analysis
of subjective measures, also highlights an higher communication effort (Figure 14) for
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novice users, in task execution, while it’s not possible to provide information on the two
analysed samples, in terms of satisfaction (ease of use and user preference).

250

ME

200
150
100
50
0
I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 13: Comparison between Novice and expert‐ users in term of ME using histogram chart
and box‐plot chart
150

Time

125

100

75

50

I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 14: Comparison between Novice and expert‐ users in term of Q1 using histogram chart
and box‐plot chart

Finally, the significance of the difference between the two samples has been assessed
for each usability measure, by using the nonparametric Mann‐Withney test (α=0.05)[5],
that verified the null hypothesis of equality of medians for the considered samples.
(novices vs experts). Finally, for the four tests it’s impossible to reject the null hypothesis
of medians equality. All the obtained results, for the preliminary analysis, are reported
in the appendix A of this chapter.
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Starting from obtained results, the difference between expert users and novice users
seems to be not significant for all the tests. This result partly contrasts with the
literature [6]. On the other hand, the result confirms the original intent of the proposed
approach, aimed at the reduction of the noise induced from the level of expertise,
through the two preliminary sessions of training (crf par 5.2.).
Moreover the obtained results could be considered coherent with the learning curves of
Nielsen [7]. Indeed the increasing of the confidence level of the users over time in the
two preliminary experimental sessions of training, makes comparable proficiency and
efficiency of expert and novice users in product use (Figure 15). This result should be
deepened with further experiments involving a larger sample of users.

Session I

Session II

Session III

Figure 15: Learning curves for a hypothetical system. Adapted from Nielsen “Usability
Engineering”(1993)

5.5 DoE analysis
Ten users have been involved in the experiments, five for each of the two skill levels.
The seven usability function have been considered as response functions. Using data
collected in the experimental phase, for each of them, the main effects analysis has
been performed in order to define the impact of control factors on the individual
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responses. Thus, the expected optimal combination has been defined and then it has
been compared with the experimental one. For instance, in the case of ME function, the
charts in Figure 16 show a strong effect of K and C compared to that of R.

Figure 16: Main effects of the control factors on the Movement Error (ME).

In this case, the experimental optimal combination (R0, K1, C0) is different from the
expected one (R1, K1, C0) (Tab. 10). However, given the quite marginal impact of R,
which has been derived with Pareto‐ANOVA analysis [8], the two combinations can be
considered substantially equivalent.
Tab. 10: Experimental and expected Movement Error.

Movement Error

Experimental

Expected

R

0

1

K

1

1

C

0

0

(ME)

Whenever the expected optimal combination is not coincided with the experimental
one, it has been verified that the difference has been related to the factor R with no
significant effects. Thus, at a first approximation, we can consider the two
configurations virtually identical. However, it would be better to repeat the experiment
in order to confirm expected results. Finally, the analysis of the main effects has been
also conducted for each UD and for the UI, by considering them as response functions.
In Figure 17 the plots of the effects of the control factors on the usability index are
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shown. They highlight a noticeable impact of K, if compared with that of R or C. This
behavior is similar to “ease of use” function, that most affects the global index in terms
of weight.

Figure 17: Main effects of the control factors on the Usability Index (UI).

5.6 Comparison with other indexes in literature
In order to compare and validate our results, in this section the proposed index is
compared with the other indices already mentioned in chapter IV:
‐

the Summated Usability Metric (SUM) by Sauro et al.107[9][10]

‐

the Integrated Usability Index by Kim and Han [11]

Both of these approach tried summarize usability metrics (subjective an objective
measures) in a single score.
5.6.1 Adapting the model for Sauro et al. Index evaluation
The Sauro's methodology has been applied to the lowest level of the hierarchical model
of usability (usability functions). In order to evaluate the relationships between each
usability function, the correlation matrix [10] has been defined for each test shown in
table 2. The results confirmed a clear correlation between Communication (Q1) and
Ease of use (Q3) usability functions, specifically for Test II that achieved the higher
values of UI.
The moderate correlation between the subjective and the objective usability functions is
consistent with Frøkjær 's work [12], that founding a weak correlation between the
usability dimensions, suggested to consider the three dimensions of usability as
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independent aspects. Once the eigenvalues (λi) and the eigenvectors of the correlation
matrices were obtained, the definition of the number of principal components to
retain(Yi) is allowed by the following heuristic evaluation criteria:
‐

Kaiser's rule: all the principal components with eigenvalues greater than 1 are
retained;

‐

Cumulative variance: the number of principal components depends on the level
of the cumulative variance (70%‐ 90%). When that level is reached the retaining
of principal components is stopped;

‐

Scree plot test: the eigenvalues are plotted in descending order. Then, if the so
defined plot presents a change in the sign of the slope, all the principal
components corresponding to those eigenvalues that are at the bottom of the
point of “slope inversion”, are retained.

The three heuristic criteria above described, have been applied to the experimental data
in order to define the minimum number of principal components to retain. For instance,
by considering the test I, following results have been carried out:
‐

Kaiser's rule: the vector of the eigenvalues λ (9), highlights two values greater
than 1. Thus two principal components are retained.

(9)
‐

  3,89 1,88 0,61 0,35 0,16 0,10 0,00 

Cumulative variance: With reference to a level of 90% of the cumulative
variance, three principal components are retained, as reported in Tab. 11.

Tab. 11: Eigenanalysis of the Correlation Matrix

λi
3.89
1.88
0.61
0.35
0.63
0.10
0.00
Proportion 0.56
0.27
0.09
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.00
Cumulative 0.56
0.82
0.91
0.96
0.98
1.00
1.00
‐ Scree plot test: the diagram shows that two principal components are retained.
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Scree Plot Test I
4

Eigenvalue

3
2
1
0
1

2

3
4
5
Component Number

6

7

Figure 18: Scree plot diagram for the test I

Finally, for test I, the three heuristic criteria retain always more than one principal
components. A similar result was achieved also for other tests, as reported in Tab. 12:
Tab. 12: Principal components to retain.

Test

Kaiser's rule

Cumulative variance

Scree plot test

I

Y1, Y2

Y1, Y2, Y3

Y1, Y2

II

Y1, Y2

Y1, Y2,

Y1, Y2

III

Y1, Y2

Y1, Y2, Y3

Y1, Y2

IV

Y1

Y1, Y2

Y1, Y2, Y3

The results in Table 9 show that the number of input variables (usability dimensions)
cannot be summarized in a single principal component (except in the test IV, but only
for the heuristic criterion of the Kaiser’s rule). Indeed, each test needs at least a two‐
dimensional information, therefore it is not possible to define a single model in which
each variable adds only informations not contained in other variables. Moreover, the
same results imply that the input variables must have different weights, differently than
in [9].

Tab. 13:Eigenvectors of the Correlation Matrix test I
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Variable
ME
T
G
E
Q1
Q2
Q3

PC1
0,40
0,41
0,01
0,26
‐0,50
0,40
‐0,46

PC2
0,04
0,24
‐0,69
‐0,52
0,06
0,38
0,20

PC3
0,73
‐0,56
‐0,24
0,19
0,01
0,00
0,22

PC4
‐0,33
0,04
‐0,28
0,75
0,24
0,37
0,23

PC5
0,20
0,43
‐0,40
0,22
0,30
‐0,65
‐0,22

PC6
‐0,24
‐0,50
‐0,31
‐0,05
0,13
0,09
‐0,76

PC7
‐0,31
‐0,16
‐0,36
0,11
‐0,77
‐0,36
0,17

For istance, starting from the eigenvectors matrix (Tab. 13), the two principal
components for the test I are:
(10)

Y1  0.40ME  0.41T  0.01G  0.26E  0.50Q1  0.40Q2  0.46Q3

(11)

Y2  0.04ME  0.24T  0.69G  0.52E  0.06Q1  0.38Q2  0.20Q3

‐

Y1strongly depends from ME on the performance side. All the usability functions
related to user perception, seem to be relevant for this principal component.

‐

Y2strongly depends from G and E that have the highest coefficients in absolute
value.ME and Q1seem to be not relevant for this principal component.

It is clear that the interpretation of more than one principal components is strongly
affected by the designers' experience and sensitivity in evaluating their correlations with
the input variables. Furthermore, the analysis of the principal components needs a huge
number of experimental data, which go far beyond the possibilities of participatory
tests. In conclusion, Sauro's model is not suitable for the present case study because it
needs large sample sizes that are not commonly available in product design.

5.6.2 Adapting the model for Kim et al. Index evaluation
In order to adapt the proposed hierarchical model of usability, the following
assumptions were made:
‐

Usability dimensions: Efficacy, efficiency, Satisfaction
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‐

Usability measures: ME, G, E, T, Q1, Q2, Q3

Usabilility Measures were normalized and corrected, obtaining the transformed
measures, used for the individual usability indices calculation. Normalization techniques
are the same described in Section 5.2.2.1.
The values of transformed usability measures for each test are reported in Tab. 14..
Tab. 14: Trasformed usability measures

Test

Efficacy

Efficiency

Satisfaction

ME

G

E

T

Q1

Q2

Q3

I

0,00

1,00

0,00

0,55

0,87

0,79

0,68

II

1,00

0,63

0,80

1,00

1,00

1,00

1,00

III

0,56

0,57

0,60

0,00

0,80

0,79

0,79

IV

0,59

0,76

1,00

0,86

1,00

0,74

0,79



0,33

0,33

0,33

0,50

0,50

0,50

0,50

The last row shows the weights 

related to each usability measures, which are

calculated with the formula (5):
(12)



where n is the number of usability measures that help to define the Individual Usability
Index. Then, for each subgroup of usability measures, the individual usability index (IUI)
is defined (crf. 4.2.2). Results obtained for the three individual usability index are shown
in Table 8: Finally, it is possible to evaluate the integrated usability index as the
weighted sum of the individual usability index reported above, for each test.
Tab. 16, shows that the best solution belongs to Test II, according to the results obtained
using the UI.
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Tab. 17 compares the results achieved by the proposed methods.The last row shows the

correlation coefficients between usability dimension scores and usability index and
satisfaction usability measures and usability index.
Results obtained shows an higher correlation for the proposed index, compared to the
integated usability index of Kim et al. Although the best solution (Test II) is confirmed by
both methods analyzed, it is clear that the analytical definition of the weights has a
positive influence on the index, leading to higher correlation on both measures of
satisfaction and usability dimensions.

Tab. 15: Individual Usability Index and Usability Dimensions weights

Test

Efficacy UI

Efficiency UI

Satisfaction UI

I

0,33

0,71

0,73

II

0,81

1,00

1,00

III

0,58

0,40

0,79

IV

0,78

0,93

0,76

di

0,33

0,33

0,33

Tab. 16: Integrated Usability Index

Test

Integrated UI

I

0,59

II

0,94

III

0,59

IV

0,82
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Tab. 17: Individual Usability Index (IUIi), Integrated Usability Index (Kim et al.) and the Usability
Index (UI)

E1
Test

E1

E2

S

I

0,45

0,75

II

0,80

III

E2

S

UI

(Kim) (Kim) (Kim)

Q2

Q3

UI

(Kim)

0,71

0,33

0,71

0,73

0,79

0,68

0,61

0,59

1,00

1,00

0,81

1,00

1,00

1,00

1,00

0,91

0,94

0,57

0,50

0,79

0,58

0,40

0,79

0,79

0,79

0,62

0,59

IV

0,75

0,95

0,78

0,78

0,93

0,76

0,74

0,79

0,81

0,82

Pearson

0,95

0,87

0,83

0,63

0,85

0,62

0,83

Coefficient

0,87
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Conclusions and future work
The proposed methodology provides a valuable tool for comparing different product
design alternatives in terms of usability during the design phase. Further, it is
suitable to be used with small-size groups of testers.
Moreover, a set of minimum requirements so that the user feels involved "and
present" inside the VE has been defined, while possible external noises have been
reduced. This is particularly relevant for semi-immersive experimental set-up that
may raise some problems in terms of sense of presence, especially with respect to
simulations that involve both real input and virtual outputs. Moreover, the proposed
methodology takes into account the possible mix-up between product usability and
VR usability. Indeed, the critical analysis of the experimental set-up has been
fundamental to guarantee that the satisfaction feeling of the user was actually
related to the product, rather than the experimental modalities.
The results obtained on the specific case study have been also validated through the
use of Kim's methodology, that is well known in the related literature. Other
approaches, like the Sauro's Single Usability Measure (SUM), need a huge number of
experimental data and therefore have been considered not suitable for product
design.
On the other hand, a weakness of our approach could be the assignment of the
weights through the MCDA analysis. In order to ensure more reliable results, which
better reject the scale of user priorities, the experts team should include not only
designers as in our case, but also medical specialists. Also, it would be worth
studying more deeply how the familiarity of the testers with
VR simulation tools can affect the simulation results, even if the published literature
has highlighted only a partial relevance of this aspect . It is worth emphasizing that
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composition and sample size may have affected the final results. Specifically, the
selected sample consisted of able-bodied people properly informed on experiments
and their purpose. However, the authors believe that an expert-based approach,
such as the one described above, would make easy the administration of the tests
even to disabled people. In that sense, further confirmatory tests need to be also
conducted on disabled users.
Thus, future research will focus on alternative data collection tools that can reduce
the noise introduced by the subjective feelings of the users.
Finally, although this work has mainly focused on the usability assessment of an
assistive technology for disabled people, the described approach can be extended to
other fields too. For instance, in recent years, research in robotics is focusing on
applications where the human being is free to interact with the machine by means of
di_erent modes (namely, the so-called Physical Human- Robot Interaction. Thus, the
developed model could be tested for the usability assessment of robotic tools
designed to assist and support the human operators during their working, such as
power extenders, robots for microsurgery and other manipulators for adverse
environments (e.g. space or undersea manipulators, nuclear plants service robots,
etc.). It is understood that the development of such tools, which involves the study
of both the robots
control algorithms and their control interfaces, requires a design methodology that
can consider not only the functional requirements of the product itself, but also the
problems arising from its interaction with human beings.
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Appendix A
Descriptive Statistics

The purpose of these preliminary analysis has been to evaluate the differences between novice
and experts users in a task’s execution. More specifically several descriptive statistics have been
conducted for each usability functions, taking into account the classification between usability
dimension (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction). Following, the main results for all the
usability functions, are reported, starting from several assumptions:
-

all the usability functions have been assessed in four tests, with three replications;

-

all the analysis are related to the average of the measures carried out in the single
replications, for the single users.

1. Measures of effectiveness
1.1. Mouvement Error (ME)
Experimental results carried out for the usability function ME are reported in Tab. 1:
Tab. 1: Experimental results for the usability function ME

N
U2
U4
U5
U9
U10
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

128.2
38.4
23.3
48.8
30.1
53.7
42.7
38.4

26.0
26.0
55.5
153.6
31.7
58.5
54.5
31.7

14.7
35.3
28.3
205.5
49.6
66.6
78.6
35.3

32.5
50.5
58.7
145.0
42.3
65.8
45.3
50.5

E
U1
U3
U6
U7
U8
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

5.3
2.6
33.4
579.5
37.3
131.6
250.8
33.4

35.5
65.2
18.0
84.0
25.8
45.7
27.9
35.5

8.3
24.5
12.0
122.6
251.2
83.7
104.8
24.5

39.9
47.2
24.7
86.9
8.5
41.4
29.5
39.9
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The comparison of the average values of ME highlights a better performance of expert users,
except for the test III, in which the result seems to be the opposite(Figure 1). The worst result has
been achieved in test I. Data present an higher variability, as shown by box-plot in, which provided
also further information related to the anomalous result obtained for test III. It is clear that the
median values of ME are actually lower for expert users, but the variability of the data is
significantly higher for the sample of novice users.
120,00

250

80,00

200

60,00
40,00

ME

Avg of ME

100,00

20,00

150
100

-

N

E
I

Avg of ME

104,

N

E

N

II

E
III

N

E

50

IV

64,0 43,0 35,1 50,0 67,7 65,8 49,4

0
I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 1: Comparison between Novice and expert- users in term of ME using histogram chart and boxplot chart

Indeed, checking the data, there is an abnormal performance of the user 9. Based on descriptive
statistics, the performances of expert users seems to be better of them of novice users.
Tab. 2: Nonparametric Mann-Withney test for ME data, related to novice and experts performance (α=
0.05)

Test
I

II

III

IV

Median

CI

W

p

N

77.40

(-124.8;223.2)

32.0

0.4034

E

32.70

N

35.78

(-42.67; 46.03)

31.0

0.5309

E

28.67

N

55.10

(-163.3; 62.4)

30.0

0.6761

E

18.50

N

50.53

(-43.14; 97.86)

31.0

0.5309

E

47.11
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The significance of the difference between the two samples has been assessed using the
nonparametric Mann-Withney test that verified the null hypothesis of equality of medians for the
considered samples. (novices vs experts). Finally, for the four tests it’s impossible to reject the null
hypothesis of medians equality, as reported in Tab. 2.

1.2. Goals number (G)
Experimental results carried out for the usability function goals number are reported in Tab. 3:
Tab. 3: Experimental results for the usability function G

N
U2
U4
U5
U9
U10
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

E

0.3
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.3

0.3
1.0
0.0
0.7
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.3
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3

1.0
1.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.3

U1
U3
U6
U7
U8
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.0
0.7

0.0
0.0
0.3
0.7
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.0

0.3
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.3
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3

The comparison of the average values of goal’s number highlights, surprisingly, a better
performance of novice users, except for the test I, in which the result seems to be the
opposite(Figure 2). In this case the nature of data does not allow the application of the
nonparametric test of Mann- Withney.
0,70

1,0

0,60
0,8

0,40
0,6

0,30

Goal

Avg of G

0,50

0,20
0,10
-

N

E
I

N

E
II

N

E
III

N

E

0,4

0,2

IV

Avg of Goals 0,40 0,67 0,47 0,20 0,47 0,13 0,47 0,33

0,0

I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 2: Comparison between Novice and expert- users in term of G using histogram chart and box-plot
chart
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1.3. Errors number (E)
Experimental results carried out for the usability function errors number are reported in Tab. 4.
The comparison of the average values of errors number highlights a better performance of expert
users, except for the test II, in which the result seems to be the opposite (Figure 3).
Tab. 4: Experimental results for the usability function E

N
U2
U4
U5
U9
U10
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

E

0.7
1.3
1.0
0.3
0.7
0.8
0.4
0.7

0.3
0.3
0.0
1.3
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.3

0.3
1.3
0.3
0.3
2.0
0.9
0.8
0.3

1.0
1.7
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.7
0.7
0.3

U1
U3
U6
U7
U8
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

0.3
0.7
0.7
1.3
0.7
0.7
0.4
0.7

0.0
0.3
0.7
2.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.7

0.3
0.0
0.3
1.7
0.0
0.5
0.7
0.3

0.0
0.3
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.3

The box-plot diagrams highlight a substantial equality of medians for analyzed samples, except,

1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
-

2,0

1,5

Errors

Avg of errors

once again, for the test II.

N

E
I

N

E
II

N

E
III

N

E

1,0

0,5

IV

Avg of Errors 0,80 0,73 0,53 0,80 0,87 0,47 0,67 0,53

0,0

I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 3: Comparison between Novice and expert- users in term of E using histogram chart and box-plot
chart

The application of the Mann- Withney test, confirmed the impossibility to reject the null
hypothesis of medians equality for all the tests (Tab. 5)
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Tab. 5: Nonparametric Mann-Withney test for E data, related to novice and experts performance (α= 0.05)

Test
I

II

III

IV

Median

CI

W

p

N

0.67

(-0.67;0,67)

29.0

0.8345

E

0.67

N

0.33

(-1.67;0.67)

25.0

0.6761

E

0.67

N

0.33

(-1.33; 1.67)

33.0

0.2963

E

0.33

N

0.33

(-0.67; 1.33)

28.5

0,9168

E

0.33

2. Efficiency measures
2.1. Time (T)
Data related to the time of task execution (Tab. 6), revealed, once again, a better performance of
expert users, except for test I. The difference between the two samples is not substantial, as
shown by box-plot diagrams (Figure 4).
Tab. 6: Experimental results for the usability function T

N
U2
U4
U5
U9
U10
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

83.3
79.0
81.7
76.0
76.3
79.3
3.2
79.0

45.3
70.7
56.7
13.,7
50.0
71.9
37.5
56.7

87.0
86.3
62.7
12.,5
106.0
0.87
24.6
87.0

58.0
58.7
86.3
120.3
63.0
0.67
26.7
63.0

E
U1
U3
U6
U7
U8
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

57.5
38.7
81.7
133.0
102.3
82.6
37.0
81.7

51.7
53.7
56.7
64.0
64.7
58.1
5.9
56.7

82.0
56.5
62.7
110.0
64.5
75.1
21.7
64.5

75.0
49.7
86.3
58.7
71.3
68.2
14.3
71.3

The Mann-Withney test reject for all the tests the null hypothesis of medians equality (Tab. 7).
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100

75

N

E
I

N

E

N

II

E
III

N

E
IV

50

Avg of Time 79,2 82,6 71,8 58,1 94,1 75,1 77,2 68,2

I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 4: Comparison between Novice and expert- users in term of T using histogram chart and box-plot
chart
Tab. 7: Nonparametric Mann-Withney test for T data, related to novice and experts performance (α= 0.05)

Test
I

II

III

IV

Median

CI

W

p

N

79.0

(-54.0; 40.4)

26.5

0.9168

E

81.7

N

56.7

(-14.7; 80.0)

27.5

1.0000

E

56.7

N

87.0

(--23.0;64.0)

33.5

0.2506

E

64.5

N

63.0

(-23.3;49.0)

29.0

0.8345

E

71.3

2.2. Communication ( )
Data of communication effort highlight higher scores for novice users in all tests as reported in
Tab. 8. This result seems to be confirmed by box- plot chart. although differences between samples

with different level of expertise are less evident in several tests (e.g. test IV). Finally, the MannWithney test, once again, does not reject the null hypothesis of equality of the medians (Tab. 9).
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Tab. 8: Experimental results for the usability function Q1

N

4,00
3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
-

II

III

IV

E

4.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
3.2
0.8
0.7

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
3.4
1.1
1.0

5.0
4.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
1.5
1.3

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
3.2
0.5
0.4

U1
U3
U6
U7
U8
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

2.0
1.0
1.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
1.2
1.1

2.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
1.0
2.6
1.1
1.0

2.0
2.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
2.2
0.8
0.7

2.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
0.7
0.6

5

N

E

N

2,00

3,40

I
Avg Q1 3,20

E

N

2,60

3,20

II

E

N

2,20

3,20

III

E

Q1 (Communication)

Avg of Q1

U2
U4
U5
U9
U10
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

4

3

2

IV
3,00

1

I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 5: Comparison between Novice and expert- users in term of Q1 using histogram chart and box-plot
chart
Tab. 9: Nonparametric Mann-Withney test for communication effort (Q1) data, related to novice and
experts performance (α= 0.05)

Test
I

II

III

IV

Median

CI

W

p

N

3.00

(-1.00; 3.00)

35.0

0.1437

E

2.00

N

3.00

(-1.00; 3.00)

32.0

0.4034

E

3.00

N

3.00

(-1.00; 3.00)

33.5

0.2506

E

2.00

N

3.00

(-1.00; 1.00)

29.5

0.7540

E

3.00
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3. Satisfaction measures
3.1. User Preference ( )
Experimental results carried out for the usability function errors number are reported in Tab. 10.
Tab. 10: Experimental results for the usability function Q2

N
U2
U4
U5
U9
U10
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

E

3.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
0.7
3.0

4.0
5.0
4.0
1.0
2.0
3.2
1.6
4.0

2.0
4.0
5.0
2.0
1.0
2.8
1.6
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
1.4
2.0

U1
U3
U6
U7
U8
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

3.0
1.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
1.4
3.0

4.0
4.0
5.0
4.0
5.0
4.4
0.6
4.0

4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.2
0.8
3.0

3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.6
0.6
3.0

The analysis of average values and box plot charts for user preference data does not allow to

5,00
4,50
4,00
3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
-

Q (

)

5

N

E

N

3,00

3,20

I
Serie1 3,00

E

N

4,40

2,80

II

E

N

3,20

3,00

III

E

Q2 (User Preference)

Avg of Q2

highlight a different trend in perceptions of users with different level of expertize.

4

3

2

IV
2,60

1

I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 6: Comparison between Novice and expert- users in term of Q2 using histogram chart and box-plot
chart

Also the Mann-Withney test reject for all the tests the null hypothesis of medians equality (Tab.
11).
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Tab. 11: Nonparametric Mann-Withney test for user preference (Q2) data, related to novice and experts
performance (α= 0.05)

Test
I

II

III

IV

Median

CI

W

p

N

3.00

(-2.00; 2.00)

27.5

1.0000

E

3.00

N

4.00

(-3.00; 1.00)

22.0

0.2963

E

4.00

N

3.00

(2.00; 3.00)

25.0

0.6761

E

2.00

N

2.00

(-1.00; 2.00)

28.0

1.0000

E

3.00

3.2. Ease of use ( )
Starting from the analysis of the average values, scores related to ease of use seem to be higher
for expert users (Tab. 12). This result is not confirmed from box-plot charts in which is impossible
to identify a common difference between the samples analyzed, over all tests (Figure 7).
Tab. 12: Experimental results for the usability function Q3

N
U2
U4
U5
U9
U10
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

E

1.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
1.8
0.8
2.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.8
0.4
3.0

2.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.4
0.5
2.0

1.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
2.2
0.8
2.0

U1
U3
U6
U7
U8
Mean
St.Dev
Median

I

II

III

IV

2.0
1.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.7
2.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
0.0
3.0

2.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.2
0.4
2.0

3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.4
0.5
2.0
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3,50

3,0

3,00
2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
-

N

E

N

I
Avg of Q3 1,80

E

N

II
2,00

2,80

E

N

III
3,00

2,40

E

Q3 (Ease of Use)

Avg of Q3

2,50
2,5

2,0

1,5

IV
2,20

2,20

2,40

1,0

I(N)

I(E)

II(N)

II(E)

III(N)

III(E)

IV(N)

IV(E)

Figure 7: Comparison between Novice and expert- users in term of Q3 using histogram chart and box-plot
chart
Tab. 13: Nonparametric Mann-Withney test for ease of use (Q3) data, related to novice and experts
performance (α= 0.05)

Test
I

II

III

IV

Median

CI

W

p

N

2.00

(-1.00; 1.00)

25.5

0.7540

E

2.00

N

3.00

( -- .; -- )

--

--

E

3.00

N

2.00

(-1.00; 1.00)

30.0

0.6761

E

2.00

N

2.00

(-1.00; 1.00)

26.0

0.8345

E

2.00
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PCA application for SUM evaluation

Tab. 1: Correlation Matrix (Test I)

Prova I

ME

T

G

E

Q1

Q2

Q3

ME

1,00

0,28

0,10

0,38

-0,25

0,40

0,04

T

0,28

1,00

0,08

0,26

-0,18

0,54

-0,03

G

0,10

0,08

1,00

0,50

0,02

-0,10

0,07

E

0,38

0,26

0,50

1,00

0,04

0,28

0,09

Q1

-0,25

-0,18

0,02

0,04

1,00

-0,23

0,70

Q2

0,40

0,54

-0,10

0,28

-0,23

1,00

0,09

Q3

0,04

-0,03

0,07

0,09

0,70

0,09

1,00

Tab. 2: Correlation Matrix (Test II)

Prova II

ME

T

G

E

Q1

Q2

Q3

ME

1,00

0,08

0,35

0,69

-0,30

0,32

-0,39

T

0,08

1,00

0,15

0,06

-0,58

0,58

-0,45

G

0,35

0,15

1,00

0,65

-0,31

0,26

-0,11

E

0,69

0,06

0,65

1,00

-0,11

0,09

-0,39

Q1

-0,30

-0,58

-0,31

-0,11

1,00

-0,51

0,77

Q2

0,32

0,58

0,26

0,09

-0,51

1,00

-0,51
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Q3

-0,39

-0,45

-0,11

-0,16

0,77

-0,51

1,00

Tab. 3: Correlation Matrix (Test III)

Prova III

ME

T

G

E

Q1

Q2

Q3

ME

1,00

-0,09

-0,11

0,01

-0,36

0,21

-0,31

T

-0,09

1,00

0,36

0,72

-0,21

0,28

-0,38

G

-0,11

0,36

1,00

0,48

0,15

0,23

0,18

E

0,01

0,72

0,48

1,00

-0,05

0,16

-0,16

Q1

-0,36

-0,21

0,15

-0,05

1,00

-0,66

0,55

Q2

0,21

0,28

0,23

0,16

-0,66

1,00

-0,50

Q3

-0,31

-0,38

0,18

-0,16

0,55

-0,50

1,00

Tab. 4: Correlation Matrix (Test III)

Prova IV

ME

T

G

E

Q1

Q2

Q3

ME

1,00

0,34

0,07

0,08

-0,02

0,24

0,16

T

0,34

1,00

-0,10

-0,21

0,05

-0,17

0,30

G

0,07

-0,10

1,00

0,70

-0,21

0,23

-0,39

E

0,08

-0,21

0,70

1,00

0,03

0,10

-0,38

Q1

-0,02

0,05

-0,21

0,03

1,00

-0,14

0,48

Q2

0,24

-0,17

0,23

0,10

-0,14

1,00

0,23

Q3

0,16

0,30

-0,39

-0,38

0,48

0,23

1,00
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TEST I:
Tab. 5: Eigenanalysis of the Correlation Matrix test I
λ

Proportion
Cumulative

3.89
0.56
0.56

1.88
0.27
0.82

0.61
0.09
0.91

0.35
0.05
0.96

0.63
0.02
0.98

0.10
0.02
1.00

0.00
0.00
1.00

Scree Plot Test I
4

Eigenvalue

3
2
1
0
1

2

3
4
5
Component Number

6

7

Figure 1: Scree plot diagram for the test I
Tab. 6: Principal components to retain test I

Test
I

Kaiser's rule

Cumulative variance

Scree plot test

,

,,

,

Tab.7: Eigenvectors of the Correlation Matrix test I

Variable
ME
T
G
E
Q1
Q2
Q3

PC1
0,40
0,41
0,01
0,26
-0,50
0,40
-0,46

PC2
0,04
0,24
-0,69
-0,52
0,06
0,38
0,20

PC3
0,73
-0,56
-0,24
0,19
0,01
0,00
0,22

PC4
-0,33
0,04
-0,28
0,75
0,24
0,37
0,23

PC5
0,20
0,43
-0,40
0,22
0,30
-0,65
-0,22

PC6
-0,24
-0,50
-0,31
-0,05
0,13
0,09
-0,76

PC7
-0,31
-0,16
-0,36
0,11
-0,77
-0,36
0,17
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TEST II:
Tab.8: Eigenanalysis of the Correlation Matrix test II
λ

4.94
Proportion 0.70
Cumulative 0.70

1.53
0.22
0.92

0.37
0.05
0.97

0.12
0.02
0.99

0.04
0.01
0.98

0.00
0.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
1.00

Scree Plot Test II
5

Eigenvalue

4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3
4
5
Component Number

6

7

Figure 2: Scree plot diagram for the test II
Tab.9: Principal components to retain test II

Test
I

Kaiser's rule

Cumulative variance

Scree plot test

,

,,

,

Tab.10: Eigenvectors of the Correlation Matrix test I

Variable
ME
T
G
E
Q1
Q2
Q3

PC1
0,37
0,35
0,34
0,31
-0,43
0,39
-0,44

PC2
-0,35
0,47
-0,37
-0,58
-0,19
0,37
-0,09

PC3
0,59
-0,16
-0,75
0,04
0,11
0,06
-0,23

PC4
-0,17
0,58
-0,24
0,36
-0,03
-0,65
-0,16

PC5
0,48
0,14
0,06
-0,34
-0,49
-0,32
0,54

PC6
-0,19
0,06
-0,31
0,57
-0,20
0,39
0,59

PC7
-0,33
-0,52
-0,17
0,04
-0,69
-0,20
-0,29
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TEST III:
Tab. 11: Eigenanalysis of the Correlation Matrix for the test III
λ

Proportion
Cumulative

3,89
0,56
0,56

2,14
0,31
0,86

0,53
0,08
0,94

0,31
0,04
0,98

0,09
0,01
1,00

0,04
0,01
1,00

0,00
0,00
1,00

Scree Plot test III
4

Eigenvalue

3
2
1
0
1

2

3
4
5
Component Number

6

7

Figure 3: Scree plot diagram for the test III
Tab. 12: Principal components to retain. for the test III

Test
I

Kaiser's rule

Cumulative variance

Scree plot test

,

,,

,

Tab.13: Eigenvectors of the Correlation Matrix test III

Variable
ME
T
G
E
Q1
Q2
Q3

PC1
0,25
0,40
0,11
0,34
-0,46
0,46
-0,48

PC2
0,52
-0,36
-0,56
-0,44
-0,23
0,12
-0,14

PC3
0,07
0,36
-0,64
0,41
0,20
-0,47
-0,17

PC4
-0,75
0,16
-0,44
-0,27
-0,13
0,35
-0,09

PC5
-0,01
-0,07
-0,19
0,36
-0,57
0,01
0,71

PC6
-0,13
-0,65
-0,14
0,56
0,27
0,34
-0,18

PC7
0,29
0,35
-0,15
-0,02
0,52
0,57
0,43
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Chapter V:
TEST IV:
Tab. 54: Eigenanalysis of the Correlation Matrix for the test IV
λ

Proportion
Cumulative

3,68
0,53
0,53

1,57
0,23
0,75

1,23
0,18
0,93

0,44
0,06
0,99

0,04
0,01
1,00

0,04
0,01
1,00

0,00
0,00
1,00

Scree Plot test IV
4

Eigenvalue

3

2

1

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Component Number

Figure 4: Scree plot diagram for the test IV
Tab. 15: Principal components to retain for the test IV

Test

Kaiser's rule

Cumulative variance

Scree plot test

,

,,

I

Tab.16: Eigenvectors of the Correlation Matrix test IV

Variable
ME
T
G
E
Q1
Q2
Q3

PC1
0,09
0,35
-0,51
-0,49
0,34
-0,18
0,48

PC2
0,69
0,31
-0,01
-0,18
-0,55
0,31
-0,04

PC3
-0,13
-0,49
-0,14
-0,18
0,02
0,77
0,32

PC4
0,70
-0,46
-0,14
0,23
0,46
-0,13
-0,06

PC5
-0,09
0,28
-0,40
-0,02
0,32
0,37
-0,72

PC6
0,08
-0,07
0,61
-0,69
0,30
0,00
-0,23

PC7
-0,09
-0,50
-0,42
-0,41
-0,43
-0,36
-0,31
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Abstract

archy Process (AHP)

This work concerns the usability assessment of two
control devices for a wheelchair-mounted robot manipulator aimed at assisting physical disabled people. The assessment of the usability is a crucial issue
for the design of such products, since they communicate with their users not only through their shape,
but especially through their control interfaces. In a
first phase, the study focuses on defining a synthetic
usability index on the basis of the methodologies currently in use. In a second phase, some experiments in
Virtual Reality (VR) have been carried out. The use
of VR technologies for the collection of the experimental data has been fundamental in terms of safety,
costs and repeatability of the tests. Another important result has been the reduction of the sources of
noise, thanks to preliminary simulations in VR and
non-invasive questionnaires and interviews for capturing the subjective perceptions of users. Finally, it
is worth noticing that the developed model may show
its validity also in evaluating the usability of other
products. Indeed, it provides a basis for a more extensive use of VR experiments for evaluating different
design solutions in terms of global usability requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION

KEYWORDS
Participatory Design, Virtual Reality Experiments,
Assistive Robotics, Usability index, Analytic Hier-

The success of a product is strongly influenced not
only by its ability to be used for a specific purpose,
but also by users perception of it. In short, the goal of
the designers is to develop products that satisfy specific needs, assuring at same time a positive feeling
to the end-user [30]. ISO reference standard 924111:1998 [16] summarizes these aspects in a more
general concept of usability, defined as the extent to
which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction in a specified context of use. The rigorous assessment of these subjective aspects is certainly one of the major challenges proposed by the
reference standard. In particular, the concept of satisfaction deals both with the subjective perception
about the performance of the product and with a more
instinctive feeling of “pleasure” in using the product
itself [13]. Nielsen [29] also stresses the importance
of the user satisfaction as a measure of the degree of
pleasure related to the use of the system. Bevan [2]
proposes a framework for product usability measurement inside a more general concept of quality in use.
In any case, it is understood that the usability evaluation must go together with the assessment of the subjective aspects of the user-product interaction, even
if they are extremely difficult to be evaluated system-
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atically [27]. At present, this issue is generally faced
with heuristics or hybrid approaches [21, 20] based
both on deterministic methods for the assessment of
product performance and on heuristic ones for evaluating more subjective aspects. Interesting applications of these methodologies can be found mainly in
the medical field, since complex medical equipments
often require a careful study of user-product interfaces [37]. In this field, Liljegren [24] notes the inadequacy of the Usability Questionnaires (UQ), because of their lack in assessing the subjective unconscious user feelings and his familiarity with the devices under test. Differently, the so-called Cognitive
Walkthrough (CW) approach [37, 17] is based on the
decomposition of the tasks into simpler operations
and on their subsequent evaluation by a panel of experts. This methodology helps to detect some problems related to the discrepancies between the actual
cognitive model of the end-user and the one expected
by the system designer [37]. Similarly, the so-called
think aloud method [29, 17] evaluates the quality of
user-interface interaction, by means of a step-by-step
verbalization of the activities of the tester during the
experimental phase.
Overall, the principal limitation of these approaches
stands in their heuristic nature, which cannot consider the objective performance of the user. In this
sense, the so-called Usability Test (UT) [37, 29] can
be a valid alternative, because it provides quantitative
informations about the actual execution of a set of
defined tasks. However, the efficiency of this method
is limited by the need of physical prototypes and by
the impossibility of gathering subjective data. As a
result, it is understood that only a combined use of
the above discussed methods could provide an objective and subjective assessment of product usability.
However, such an approach would require a number
of physical prototypes during the test phase, at least
one for each re-design process, with obvious consequences in terms of cost.
An effective way to simulate the interaction with a
product during its development, limiting the needs
of physical prototypes, is the use of Virtual Reality
(VR) technologies [4]. Nowadays these technologies
are very sophisticated and suitable for different fields
of application. Moreover, the diffusion of the Internet has made easier to involve common users, with
their subjective feelings and needs, in the evaluation
processes, also in the field of product/service design
[4]. This approach, focused on end-user involvement
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all long the product design process, is called Participatory Design [29]. VR technologies have helped
the spread of Participatory Design in several industries [28, 5, 26]. In fact, virtual and mixed reality
environment can be used to evaluate the usability of
the final product, even during the concept phase, taking into account both cognitive and physical aspects
[19, 22]. These issues become particularly important when the usability tests involve physically disabled people. Indeed, standardized tests could be not
suitable for people with varying degrees of disability
and, more generally, could be simply hard to administrate [32]. There are many examples in literature of
participatory approaches aimed at designing for disabled people. For instance, already more than ten
years ago, Eriksson and Johansson [10] developed a
computer-based tool to evaluate the design adaptations and the usability of some architectural solutions
for physically disabled people. In [38] an iterative
participatory approach for designing a Wheelchair
Convoy System aimed at assisting disabled people is
shown. The described methodology allows the designer to collect the feedback of the testers in each
phase of product development. Lanzotti et al. [23]
have already proposed a participative approach for
continuous product innovation based on the identification of users needs through human-product interaction simulations and VR experiments. Furthermore, Wallergard et al. [39] have used a VR-based
approach to help people with cognitive disabilities to
communicate their feelings about a public transport
system. This study has shown the effectiveness of
VR-based participative experiments in order to assess even the cognitive and emotional feelings of the
testers. Finally, several VR-based simulations about
wheelchair-mounted manipulators are described in
[33].
The present work, starting from the ISO reference
9241-11:1998 [16], shows the effectiveness of MultiCriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) and Saaty’s Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [34] in defining a
single index of usability for a product. The main novelty stands in the analytical nature of the approach
and in the completeness in collecting the experimental data using virtual prototypes. The case study
involves the design of an integrated system aimed
at assisting disabled people (a powered wheelchair
equipped with a robotic arm), in which the usability
of two control devices has been evaluated. For this
purpose, an user-centered approach, which involves
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expert users early in the design process, has turned
out essential.

2. USABILITY OF A
WHEELCHAIR-MOUNTED
MANIPULATOR
The development of systems aimed at assisting disabled people makes the analysis of the usability particularly important, both for the limitations of disabled users in interacting with the interface and for
the product itself, that significantly affects their quality of life. In particular, this work concerns the usability assessment of two input devices for controlling a powered wheelchair equipped with a robotic
arm (Figure 1).

Figure 1

The wheelchair with the robot manipulator.

Indeed, while assistive robots are becoming quite
common [14, 8], realistic simulation tools and methods for studying their usability are still required. The
present study aims to provide a tool to easy recognize
the weaknesses of such a product, through the evaluation of its usability, taking into account not only
the functional requirements, but also the subjective
needs of the target user, which are not necessarily
obvious. This objective is pursued through the identification of a metric for a quantitative assessment of
the usability in order to compare different design alternatives. The main issues the authors have faced in
this study are:
• identification of a single index of usability starting from many different objective and subjective
contributions;
• assignment of a numerical value to characteristics
that are not easily quantifiable.
The proposed approach responds to such issues by

performing different tests in a Virtual Environment
(VE). These experiments have allowed the authors to
quantify the usability functions, that then have been
merged into a single index by means of the Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). The use of Virtual Reality as a tool aimed to the measure of experimental data provides significant benefits in terms
of performance and repeatability of the tests, ensuring controlled experimental conditions. The interaction with a virtual product also shields the user from
any risk eventually related to the interaction with real
prototypes.

2.1. Experimental set-up
In this work, the authors have used Virtual Reality
technologies to give the user the impression of moving a robotic arm attached to an ordinary powered
wheelchair for physical disabled people. In particular, the case study refers to a powered wheelchair
(Indoor 2003 by Neatech srl) equipped with a kuka
light-weight robot [6]. The main goal has been the
development of a three-dimensional virtual environment in which the user was able to control a robot
manipulator attached to a wheelchair, in 1:1 scale and
from his own point of view.
The experimental activity has been mainly carried
out at “VRoom”, that is a low-cost VR laboratory
equipped with two LCD projectors and polarized
glasses for passive stereoscopic view [4]. Further
tests have been also carried out at VRTest, that is a
high-end laboratory with three DLP projectors and
shutter-glasses for active stereoscopic view [3]. In
order to enhance the impression of moving a real appendix of a wheelchair, a physical wheelchair has
been placed in the laboratory in such a way that the
user viewpoint coincided with the virtual wheelchair
starting position. Moreover, the glasses are endowed
with optical targets, and the user can also adjust the
point of view on the virtual scene by moving the
head. In this way, the authors have set up a semiimmersive VE, where the user can move and control
both the wheelchair and the virtual robotic arm by
means of different devices (Figure 2).
The first step in order to carry out the virtual simulations has been the design of the VE. The authors have
designed a “virtual flat” with all the common furnishing. In particular, it is completely unstructured with
respect to the robotic manipulator (Figure 3).
The realism of the VE has been particularly consid-
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Figure 4

Figure 2

The semi-immersive set-up at VRTest.

Figure 3

The “virtual flat” with all the common furnishing.

ered, because a semi-immersive experimental set-up
may raise some problems in terms of sense of presence, especially with respect to experiments that involve both real input and virtual outputs. In fact, a
low sense of presence of the user may undermine the
validity of test results.
The second phase has concerned the programming
of the VE, that means, essentially, defining its behaviour in response to the user interaction. The
software platform that has been used as Simulation
Manager for this work is Virtual Design 2 (VD2),
by vrcom GmbH. In particular, the VE can be programmed with a complete set of commands that essentially describe actions that operate on the objects
in the VE. In short, the programmer defines certain
events that will trigger some action (Figure 4). For
instance, a collision between two objects in the VE
can cause a warning message as well as the increasing of an error counter, etc.

4

The “input-event-action” paradigm.

In order to achieve this goal, the VE can be programmed through a scripting language. However,
the Software Development Kit (SDK) allows the programmer to enhance the basic functionalities of the
system by developing external modules that interface
with the software kernel. In this way, the programmer can define new classes of actions and events,
such as the ones we have used in order to control the
virtual robotic arm. The software application that has
been developed [7] allows the user to move a kinematic chain in the virtual environment by means of a
multidimensional input device, such as a joystick or
a space-mouse (Figure 5).

Figure 5

Input devices.

The space-mouse is an input device with 6 Degrees
of Freedom (DOF). It has a round “puck” or a “ball”
that can be manipulated out of its quiescent position
in order to apply rotations as well as translations.
The joystick is a very common input device, generally consisting of a stick that pivots on a base and
reports its vectorial direction. Moreover a lever controls the “vertical elevation”. Thus, the joystick is a
4-DOF input device.
Although the space-mouse and the joystick have different degrees of freedom, in this work only three
DOF have been used, in order to control only the position of the end-effector, but not its orientation.
However, both the space-mouse and the joystick are
equipped with several buttons that can be used to
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trigger user-defined actions. For instance, the user
can control both the wheelchair and the robot with
the same interface (e.g. the space-mouse). This is
achieved by simply pressing a button, that switches
the active control between the wheelchair and the
robotic arm and vice versa.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the user can even
move the powered wheelchair in the virtual space
with the joystick while he is controlling the robot
with the space-mouse and that other kinds of input
devices can be tested.

3. THE METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACH
The traditional design process tends to favour the
functional aspects of an object at the expense of the
cognitive-emotional ones, not considering that an object can even have only an emotional function, as in
the case of objects of style, figment of the artists’
imagination [30].
Hence, it is clear that the usability evaluation can not
be separated from the analysis of both the objective
and subjective aspects, that are closer to the emotional sphere of the individual. In this sense, the contribution of the user to the design process is crucial
(User Centred Design). Starting from these considerations, the proposed approach requires the involvement of potential users during all phases of usability
evaluation. In particular, the logical flow chart of this
approach is shown in Figure 6.

3.1. Definition of the user profile
The product-user interaction depends not only on the
design elements of the products, but also on the kind
of user and the context of use. All attributes that identify specific needs, desires and interests [1], and even
behaviours, contexts of use and personal preferences
[12], define a specific user profile. The identification
of a user profile requires the analysis of the following
information:
• product-related user needs;
• cultural background and familiarity of the user
with VR technologies;
• context of use;
• identification of user-product spheres (who does
what);
• purpose of the interface.
In the present case study, the product at issue is intended for people suffering from total disability of
the lower limbs and partial disability of the upper
limb, with good cognitive ability, absence of severe
disturbances of memory and any delays in perceptual processes. The standard user is intended to be
able to interact with an integrated system supporting
him in walking and handling objects. In particular,
the user-product interface should be consistent with
the impairments of the user that imply the inability
to perform complex movements. Hence, the interface should satisfy the user needs easily and with no
cognitive overload.

3.2. Analysis of the interface
characteristics
With respect to the case study, the user-product interface essentially is the control system both of the
robotic manipulator and the powered wheelchair.
Considering the impact of the interface on the performance of the user, the problem of product usability
has been faced by evaluating different control systems. For purely research purposes, the authors have
chosen to compare two typical VR input devices: the
space-mouse and the joystick (Figure 5).

Figure 6

Methodological approach.

The usability evaluation of the input devices chosen
to control the integrated system has been carried out
using Saaty’s AHP [34], that is essentially based on
the decomposition of the problem into several levels
of factors and then on the scoring of the factors of
each level, by comparing them in pairs. In our case,
the top level of the hierarchy is the usability of the
product. The first decomposition can be made, ac-
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cording to ISO 9241-11:1998 [16] and [15], in “usability dimensions” [36], namely:
Effectiveness (E1 ): The measurement of the effectiveness relates the targets with the accuracy and
completeness of the results achieved [29]. The
effectiveness value can be assessed in terms of
overall device control capability and in terms of
the accuracy related to the two main tasks of the
integrated device (handling and manipulation).
Efficiency (E2 ): ratio between the effectiveness level
and the use of resources, meant as physical (time)
or even cognitive (communication) [36].
Satisfaction (S): user-perceived benefit and level of
comfort felt during the use of the product. This dimension is strongly related to the subjective perception of user performance.
The assessment of the satisfaction usually requires the evaluation of some of the following parameters:
Preference: choice made by the user;
Ease of use: degree of satisfaction about the final
performance in relation to the user expectations;
Starting from these considerations, a preliminary decomposition of the usability is shown in Figure 7. At
the first level, there is the Usability (U) of the product, that is decomposed in Usability Dimensions at
the second level. In turn, these are broken down at
the next level in Usability Characteristics Factors.
However, the numerical assessment of the usability
requires a further level to be added to the aforementioned hierarchy in order to translate the Usability
Characteristic Factors in Usability Functions that can
be quantified during the experiments. These functions have been determined with precision in the experimental phase, in relation to the structure of the
tests.
Once the hierarchical decomposition has been completed, the matrix of weights has been defined. This
matrix is constructed for each level of the hierarchy
and for each group (namely, the set of elements that
are children of the same father in the upper level
of the hierarchy) by placing all the elements of the
group both on the rows and on the columns of the
matrix, that is therefore a square matrix.
The generic matrix element aij is the result of the
pairwise comparison between the attribute of the row
i and the column j, with respect to a certain task,
using the Saaty scale (from 1 to 9) [34].
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Thus, the main diagonal of the matrix consists of unit
elements only, while the values of other cells are always positive, according to the reciprocity property:
aij =

1
aji

(1)

Once the pairs comparison matrix has been defined,
the weight of each element is assumed as [25]:
Q
wi =
Pn

j=1

n
j=1 aij

Q

1/n

n
j=1 aij

1/n

(2)

Where n is the dimension of the metrics related to
the element at issue. In particular, the allocation of
weights is done with a bottom-up logic, from the
lowest level of the hierarchy (Usability Functions) to
the highest (Usability).

3.3. Design and analysis of
experiments in Virtual Reality
The analysis of the product and the user profile has
suggested that the most important design features
are:
• ability to control the robot;
• ability to control the powered wheelchair;
• logical and cognitive load of the user.
The ability to control the robot refers to the movement of the robotic arm and the manipulation of
objects, while the ability to control the wheelchair
refers to the movement of the whole integrated system. Finally, the logical and cognitive load refers to
the mental workload that the user has to bear while
using the device. It is obvious that an intuitive interface and ergonomic controls greatly facilitate the
user in controlling the device. The aforementioned
features have been used as factors of the Design Of
Experiments (DOE), in order to find the best solution
between the two input devices (space-mouse and joystick) in terms of usability. The design of the experiments has been directed to achieve two fundamental
objectives:
• definition and evaluation of the response functions;
• minimization of the effects of noise factors.
Definition and evaluation of response functions
The response functions are evaluated through a
proper VR simulation (final test), during which sev-
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Figure 7

Usability hierarchical decomposition.

eral performance factors are measured. The goal
consists in moving a virtual ball between two fixed
positions along a straight path. The final test is considered valid only if a certain position is achieved
(Figure 8).

Figure 9

Reference path for Movement Error measurement.

ment) is the number of penalties that the user
scores during a single performance, when going
beyond the error plans that limit the test area (Figure 10);
• Time (T) (measure of efficiency) is the time
needed to accomplish the test.

Figure 8 Moving a virtual ball between two fixed positions.

The test has been designed to provide the following
response functions according to the hierarchical decomposition above described:
• Movement Error (ME) (measure of control capability) is defined as the deviation of the real path
from the reference one (Figure 9);
• Goal number (G) (measure of accuracy on target)
is the number of times the user reaches the goal,
that consists in moving a ball between two predefined positions of the test area;
• Error number (E) (measure of accuracy on move-

With regard to the subjective response functions,
their evaluation has been carried out by means of
questionnaires [36] that have been administered to
users at the end of the test sessions. The results of
these surveys have been classified in three categories
of scoring:
• Q1 is a score assigned by the administrator after
the test. It measures the communication effort of
the user (measure of efficiency), intended as the
effort made by the user to clarify all his doubts
about the functionality of the control devices;
• Q2 is a score assigned by the user by means of a
questionnaire. It expresses his preferences about
the control devices used (measure of satisfaction);
• Q3 represents the ease of use of the system. It is
a score assigned by the user through a question-
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Figure 10

Error plans that limit the test area.

naire and defines the ease perceived and the expectations of the tester about the response of the
integrated system compared to the initial training
phase (measure of satisfaction).
These response functions are the Usability Functions
that define the lowest level of the hierarchical model
(Figure 12).
Minimization of effects of noise factors related to
Virtual Reality
The familiarity of the users with VR technologies
and interfaces can be intended as a noise factor for
the experiments because the potential users population may include individuals with different skill levels. In order to limit its impact on the final results,
the tests has been designed considering these factors
by means of:
• a selective preliminary questionnaire to evaluating the skill level of the users, in order to select
only those with a minimum level of experience;
• a preparatory phase in which the users are introduced to the tests;
• the administration of two preliminary VR simulations to train the user.
Specifically, the two preliminary simulations are:
Simulation I This simulation is intended to train the
user on the navigation through the virtual environment. There are no interactions with objects,
the user can only control the powered wheelchair
moving it through the virtual flat.
Simulation II The user can move through the virtual environment, but now he can interact with
objects in order to move them. In particular, the
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Figure 11 Moving a book between two shelves (task in
Simulation II).

user has to move a book between two shelves of
a library, from a lower shelf to a higher one (Figure 11). The test should be administrated three
times. The administrator collects the individual
execution time.
It is worth noticing that Simulation II is intentionally
more difficult than the final test described in section
3.3 and used for the data collection. Indeed, Simulation II is aimed not only at training the user in interacting with VR devices, but also at defining its familiarity level with VR technologies. This familiarity
level is assumed proportional to the average execution time measured during the three administrations
of the test. Those who have completed the test in an
average time of less than 60 seconds, have been considered “confident users” that are particularly skilled
in the use of a specific interface.

3.4. Analysis of the virtual environment
The user may not be at ease in the use of Virtual Reality. In fact, a low sense of presence may induce him
to assume postures and behaviors (patterns) that are
not those that he would actually assume in everyday
life. In this way the user may nullify the whole experiment in Virtual Reality and its results. Therefore,
a comprehensive evaluation of the experimental setup is essential, taking into account both the objective characteristics, and the users subjective sphere.
The objective aspects of the scenario are evaluated
during a preliminary technical review. This phase
includes the exploration of the virtual environment
and the analysis of the problems by means of some
heuristics. Usually, the relevant aspects are due to:
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Table 1

Control Factors and Noise Factor.

Control Factors
Robot Control
Wheelchair Control
Cognitive Load

R
K
C

0
Spacemouse
Spacemouse
one hand

1
Joystick
Joystick
two hands

Noise Factor
Skill Level

L

low

high

• quality of graphics;
• some lacks of the sensory feedback;
• the handling of the devices.
The severity of the problem is evaluated in a scale
from 1 to 4, which measures the impact of the problem on the achievement of the task. The subjective
factors related to the interaction between the user and
the virtual scene are evaluated with a VRSART test.
The purposes of the diagnostic tool are [18]:
• help to detect the factors that may impact on the
sense of the presence of the user;
• provide a structured method to evaluate the actual
impact of the sense of presence on the experimental results;
• classify the sense of presence in specific categories;
• provide an indication about the weaknesses of the
user interface;
• provide an immediate feedback of the users performance.
A negative outcome during the technical review or
even during the subsequent involvement of the user
in the experiments may imply a revision of the whole
experimental set-up.
With respect to the case study, the test has been administrated to the user as a 14-items questionnaire
related to the above mentioned issues, where the user
could express an agreement opinion as a value ranging from 1 to 5. The questionnaire has been administrated only after the last simulation with the dual
purpose of being unobtrusive with respect to the test
itself and to provide a validation of the experimental
scenario.
The problems were primarily due to the structure of
the experimental set-up, which involves real inputs
and virtual outputs. In any case, the Virtual Reality
technology has made it possible to achieve a good
sense of presence in spite of the semi-immersive virtual environment. Thus, no changes to the experi-

Table 2

Test I
Test II
Test III
Test IV

Table 3

The cross array planned for the experimental
phase.
R
0
0
1
1

K
0
1
0
1

C
1
0
0
1

0

1

L

XI,0
XII,0
XIII,0
XIV,0

XI,1
XII,1
XIII,1
XIV,1

Mean
MI
MII
MIII
MIV

Impact matrix.

Test I
Test II
Test III
Test IV

ME
V1,1
V2,1
V3,1
V4,1

G
...
...
...
...

E
...
...
...
...

T
...
...
...
...

Q1
...
...
...
...

Q2
...
...
...
...

Q3
...
...
...
...

mental scenario have been considered necessary.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PHASE
4.1. Usability index
In order to consider each factor involved in the experiment, a cross array with three control factors and one
noise factor has been used. Depending on the study
of the critical design elements, the robot control, the
wheelchair control and the cognitive load have been
chosen as control factors, each with two levels. The
different aptitudes of the users for using the input devices has been chosen as noise factor with two levels
(Table 1).
Because of the high complexity of the test, starting from the above identified control factors, a fractionated factorial design, 23−1 , has been developed
as inner array and a two-skill-level design has been
adopted as outer array (Table 2).
The mean values of the response functions are the elements of the so-called impacts matrix, starting from
which a single index of usability is defined, by means
of the MCDA (Table 3).
Because of the lack of homogeneity of the response
functions, all the values have been set to a common
base through the normalization of the impacts matrix.
• In order to normalize the collected values of G,
Q1, Q2 and Q3, the Zero-Max normalization has
been chosen [11]:
0

e (i, j) =

e(i, j)
emax (j)
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• In order to normalize ME, E and T response functions, the Min-Max normalization has been used
[11]:
e(i, j) − emin (j)
e (i, j) =
emax (j) − emin (j)
0

Table 4

Experimental and expected Movement Error.

Movement Error (ME)

(4)

The impacts matrix has been further normalized with
respect to the functions with negative effects on the
usability. In these cases the reference value has
been replaced with its one’s complement. The final
value of usability has been achieved from the product of the normalized impacts matrix with the vector
of weights coming from AHP. As for the weights,
the final value of usability has been achieved with a
bottom-up approach, starting from the response functions and climbing the Saaty’s hierarchy until the final value of usability.

R
K
C

Experimental
0
1
0

Expected
1
1
0

weights for all levels of the hierarchical structure
have been assigned. In particular, a questionnaire
based on the method of comparison in pairs has been
administrated to seven experienced designers. The
weights vectors have been derived from the mean
values of the collected data (Figure 12) for each level
of the hierarchy. Then, the vector p of the weights
of the Usability Dimensions on U at the highest level
has been defined as:
p = [0, 42 0, 27 0, 31]T

(5)

4.2. Experimental Protocol
The four tests of the experimental design have been
carried out on the basis of an experimental protocol
previously defined as follows:
1. administration of a questionnaire for the selective
collection of information on the cultural background of the user and its familiarity with the control interfaces. The questionnaire is a selective
tool to recruit testers with appropriate skills;
2. briefing to explain the contents of the tests;
3. user training with simulation I and II;
4. viewing a video tutorial about the final test;
5. administration of the final test.
Three executions of the final test (see section 3.3)
have been carried out for each user, during which objective data have been collected (ME, G, E, T). Moreover, during the test execution, the administrator has
recorded his impressions about the user in order to
determine his communication effort while interacting with the virtual environment (Q1). After the simulation, a questionnaire on a scale from 1 to 5 has
been administrated to each user, in order to assess the
Preference (Q2) and Ease of use (Q3) factors. Moreover, a further VRSART questionnaire for assessing
the sense of presence has been administrated.

5. RESULTS
In preliminary experiments, after the setting of the
virtual scene and the design of the experiments, the
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Ten users have been involved in the experiments,
five for each of the two skill levels. The above described seven response functions have been collected
for each experiment, for each of which the analysis
of the main effects has been performed in order to
define the impact of control factors on the individual
responses.
Thus, the expected optimal combination has been defined and then it has been compared with the experimental one. For instance, in the case of ME function, the charts in Figure 13 show a strong effect of
K and C compared to that of R. In this case, the experimental optimal combination (R0 , K1 , C0 ) is different from the expected one (R1 , K1 , C0 ) (Table
4). However, given the quite marginal impact of R,
which has been derived with Pareto-ANOVA analysis [31], the two combinations can be considered
substantially equivalent.
Whenever the expected optimal combination has not
coincided with the experimental one, it has been verified that the difference has been related to the factor R with no significant effects. Thus, at a first approximation, we can consider the two configurations
virtually identical. However, it would be better to repeat the experiment in order to confirm expected results. Starting from the Usability Functions, through
the combination of AHP and MCDA, the Usability
Dimensions have been assessed for each experiment
(Table 5). Table 5 can be summarized in the follow-
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Figure 12

Complete hierarchical model of Usability with weights.

Figure 13

Main effects of the control factors on the Movement Error (ME).

Table 5

Table 6

Characteristic dimensions of the usability.
Test I
Test II
Test III
Test IV

E1
0,45
0,8
0,57
0,75

E2
0,75
1
0,5
0,95

S
0,71
1
0,79
0,78

Test I
Test II
Test III
Test IV

ing Usability Dimensions Matrix:


UD

0, 45
 0, 8
=
 0, 57
0, 75

0, 75
1
0, 5
0, 95


0, 71

1

0, 79 
0, 78

Usability assessments for each Test.

(6)

At this level of the hierarchy, Test II achieves the best
results in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency
and satisfaction. For this, regardless of the choice for

Usability Index (UI)
0,609
0,915
0,621
0,812

the weights vector at the last level, the best simulation in terms of usability will always be the second
one. In fact, the weighted sum of the Usability Dimensions values provides the overall results for the
usability index (Table 6):
u = UD · p

(7)

As expected, the best solution belongs to Test II, that
obtains an usability value of 0,915, which is related
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Figure 14

Effects of the control factors on the Usability Index (UI).

to (R0 , K1 , C0 ) configuration, that is:
• Space-mouse for the robot control;
• Space-mouse for the wheelchair control;
• Only one hand to handle the interface (minor cognitive load).
This allows the authors to evaluate even the remaining tests that were not able to be ranked because of
the different values of E1 , E2 and S at the previous
level. In any case, Test IV obtains a good UI value,
while UI values coming from Test I and Test III are
far from the best one.
The analysis of the main effects has been carried out
also for each UD and for the UI, by considering them
as response functions. In Figure 14 the plots of the
effects of the control factors on the usability index
are shown. They highlight a noticeable impact of K,
if compared with that of R or C. This is a behaviour
similar to “ease of use” function, that most affects in
terms of weight the global index.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A new approach to usability assessment has been developed through a non-heuristic but analytic methodology, based on both AHP and MCDA. A single usability index has been assessed through several VR
experiments that have considered both objective and
subjective aspects of user-product interaction. A
weakness of this approach could be the evaluation
of the weights for MCDA analysis. In order to ensure reliable results, which better reflect the users
scale of priorities, the experts team should include
not only designers as in our case, but also medical
specialists. Furthermore, it would be worth studying more deeply how the familiarity of the testers
with VR simulation tools can affect the simulation
results, even if the literature has highlighted only a
partial relevance of this aspect [35]. Finally, a further weakness can be the eventual mix-up between
“product usability” and “VR usability”. For this, the
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experimental set-up is fundamental to guarantee that
the satisfaction feeling of the user is actually related
to the product, rather than the experimental modalities. The case study has focused on the usability assessment of an integrated system for disabled people.
Even during the earliest design stages, the described
VR approach could help the designers to select and
validate the best architecture for an assistive robotic
system. It is worth emphasizing that the final result
is likely to have been influenced by the composition
and the size of the users sample. Indeed, the selected
sample has consisted of able-bodied people, properly
informed about the experiments and their purpose.
However, the authors believe that an expert-based approach, such as the one here described, makes easier
the administration of the tests even to disabled people [32]. On this basis, future confirmatory tests can
be carried out on disabled users, in order to verify the
consistency of the data already collected. In this case,
in order to minimize noise related to subjective feelings assessment, future research trends [36, 9] will
focus on the study of data collection tools alternative
to questionnaires.
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Purpose:
This work aims at validating a new statistical index (Weighted Pressure Comfort Loss,
WPCL) for seat comfort assessment. The validation is carried out by deepening the
relationship between subjective comfort evaluations and objective measures of seat comfort
and comparing, from an engineering standpoint, the new index with the pressure peak which
is currently one of the most used indexes for seat comfort assessment.
Method:
In the experimental phase, 22 experimenters evaluated four office chairs, by using different
evaluation scales and methods (rating, ranking, comfort degree). The subjective comfort
perceptions were collected through questionnaires. At the same time, several objective
parameters related to seat comfort were measured by using a capacitive mat. In order to
select the objective comfort measures which are significantly associated to the perceived
comfort, a logistic regression model was adopted.
Result:
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The logistic regression model selected the peak pressure as a significant predictor of
perceived comfort whereas, the hypothesis of absence of correlation between the perceived
comfort and the WPCL index cannot be rejected. However, from an engineering standpoint,
the final seat rating evidences substantial coherence of peak pressure and WPCL index,
showing not redundant results useful to design team for seat comfort improvement. Since
results were strongly influenced by experimental conditions and anthropometric variability of
the experimenters, further investigations should be carried out. On the basis of the first
experiments, a refinement of the index and new test conditions could be investigated.

1 Introduction
Specialized literature does not provide a universally
recognized definition of comfort, nevertheless in recent
years, the assumption that comfort and discomfort are two
distinct entities [1] is winning broad respect. In their
studies, Zhang and Helander [2] show that sitting
discomfort is related to the biomechanical factors
associated to the interaction with the seat over time,
whereas comfort reflects a perception of instantaneous
well-being perceived by the user. Zhang [3] pointed out
that poor biomechanics may turn comfort into discomfort
even though good biomechanics is not a necessary and
sufficient condition for comfort. In other words, good
biomechanics can avoid discomfort and thus it can be
assumed as a prerequisite for comfort. Being complex
concepts, comfort and discomfort are difficult to measure
and interpret [4]. A great deal of research has been done
to face the problem of sitting comfort/discomfort
assessment and several subjective and objective methods
have been developed [5]-[9]. Typically comfort assessment
is realized on the basis of subjective evaluations or
postural analysis. Subjective evaluations are collected by
surveying potential seat users who are asked to express
their feelings of comfort/discomfort with the seat and/or

compare, in terms of perceived comfort/discomfort,
different seats belonging to the same class [10][11].
Postural analysis is realized by measuring one or more
objective parameters, such as [12]:
the pattern of muscle activation measured through
electromyography (EMG) [13].
the stress acting on the spine measured through
pressure transducer and radio waves [13]
the postural angles [14] obtained using contact or non
contact (like photogrammetric) techniques in real
experiments or using virtual manikins in virtual
experiments [15]
the body–seat interface pressure measured through
capacitative mats.
Anyway, subjective and objective methods are not
alternative since they complement each others.
The exclusive use of subjective evaluations can be
misleading for several reasons:
when attention focuses on particular elements of the
seat, the response variability is reduced, but the
interaction with other neglected features can be a
noise factor [13]
users could not be able to synthesize a subjective
perception in a numeric or semantic evaluation
causing a partial loss of information [11].
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the perceived differences of ergonomic features are
often small and the results from comparisons of
different seat concepts are rarely significant;
the human body is very adaptive and not sensitive to
distinguish variations in seats;
subjective evaluations are costly and time-consuming
[16];
subjective evaluations are rarely applicable early in
the design process [4].
On the other hand, the exclusive use of objective
measures for comfort assessment, highlights the following
criticisms:
normally, the information provided by objective
criteria are complement but not substitute of
subjective evaluations related to user’s perception of
comfort;
the construction of quantitative measures for comfort
assessment cannot disregard from noises often
overlooked, such as anthropometric variability.
In this perspective, a great deal of research has been
performed to find objective measures for predicting seat
comfort perception [17]. Research has shown that one of
the main factors that affect seat comfort is seat-interface
pressure distribution [18]. Moreover, pressure distribution
is the objective measure with the clearest correlation with
the subjective evaluation methods[4][8]. Human-seat
interface pressures have a spread field of application,
indeed they have been measured to improve the comfort
of office chairs [19], car seats [12], motorcycles saddles
[20] and others vehicles seats [21], as well as to pursue
product innovation in Kansei Ergonomics [22]. In particular,
in office chair design pressure maps have been used to
qualitatively verify the effectiveness on seat comfort of
product features like, e.g., cushion shape and materials
[23]-[25] through correlation studies with the subjective
user perceptions. Nevertheless the widespread use of
pressure maps, just few authors [26][27] have proposed
synthetic indexes for the related multidimensional data,
collected by performing real or virtual experiments
involving a selected sample of potential users.
Furthermore, little effort has been made to highlight the
usefulness of these pressure measures for specific
purposes defined by designers (e.g. Design for a Target
and Design for All).
In order to provide a tool that can be easily used by
designers Lanzotti et al. [26][27] proposed the Weighted
Pressure Comfort Loss (WPCL) a postural comfort index
based on comfort loss due to uneven seat-interface
pressure distribution. In this paper the WPCL index is
statistically validated by assessing how its results correlate
with comfort perception expressed in short-term
experimental sessions. The experiments were planned by
using robust design approach, taking into account the
noise related to the anthropometric variability of the
experimenters.

2 Identification of the goals of seat
comfort assessment
The results presented in this paper are part of a wider
and long-standing research activity carried on at the
Department of Aerospace Engineering of University of
Naples Federico II and aimed at developing simple and
repeatable procedures useful to design teams for the
development of more comfortable seats. To this aim, the
first research step is the definition of simple quantitative
seat comfort measures. These measures can be
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expressed into synthetic indexes that objectively meets two
fundamental requirements:
the index must be representative of user perceptions
and it must be a valid surrogate of information
obtained
through
questionnaires,
until
now
extensively used in this field of study;
the index must be an usable and interpretable
indicator that supports the designer in his design
choices.
Further, the second research step is to apply a robust
design approach to validate these indexes and to identify
and choose optimal levels for seat features (like materials
and shapes) that improve contact between the human
body and the part of a chair on which one’s weight rests
directly (the seat). The focus of this paper is on the
validation of a new comfort index. The proposed validation
procedure consists of four phases:
Experimental setup design
Definition of the objective and subjective
measurement methods
Comfort index definition and validation
Experimental results elaboration
In the first phase, the experimental setup was defined in
terms of control factors and noise factors by using robust
design approach.
In the second phase, the experimenters, during shortterm static sessions, evaluated the comfort of some office
chairs expressing their judgments on three different scales
(rating, ranking, comfort degree). Simultaneously, a
capacitive mat allowed to capture the pressure distribution
on seat interface. In this way, for each experimenter,
subjective and objective measurements were collected.
In the third phase, the best objective predictors for
perceived comfort were selected and validated by adopting
the ordinal logistic regression (OLR). This statistical
technique was applied in order to investigate the nature of
relationships between the objective measurements,
obtained from pressure maps and perceived comfort
(subjective measurements). So the validation of WPCL
index starts with the correlation analysis between objective
and subjective measurements.
In the fourth phase, the validation follows an engineering
approach based on the comparison of design choices
strictly linked to the adoption of objective indexes. Even if
the experimental set up is simple and just linked to one
design factor, experimental results were analyzed and
interpreted in order to verify if and how indexes can
condition and help to improve seat design.

2.1

Previous study

In previous works [26][27], the authors proposed the
index WPCL based on the human-seat interface pressures
measured over a bidimensional pressure map obtained by
discretizing the whole contact surface between the human
body and the seat in a finite number, (N), of equal-area
cells. When the user j is seated, (with ≤ N) cells are
activated by the effective contact between the human body
and the seat. The pressure value reported in
correspondence of any activated cell is always positive.
The formulation of the WPCL index is coherent with the
assumption, supported by literature, that the uniformity of
pressure distribution increases the level of perceived
comfort [8][25]. Coherently with these assumption, for each
user, a target value was defined as the mean pressure
over the whole contact area (eq. 1).
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where:
indicate the overall pressure impressed by the j-th
user on the seat ,
is the number of activated cells in the pressure map
for the j-th user,
is the pressure value measured by the i-th cell when
the j-th user is seated.
For each user and for each cell of the map it is possible
to identify a pressure comfort loss based on a “Nominal is
the Best” (NB) loss function, standardized with respect to
the nominal pressure. Starting from the (1), for the j-th user
the Pressure Comfort Loss Index over the activated cells
of the contact surface is defined as:
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comfort loss function for the female population
obtained by appropriately summing all the of female
population.
comfort loss function for the male population
obtained by appropriately summing all the over the
male population.

-

Laboratory and devices

The experiments were performed at the Department of
Aerospace Engineering (DIAS) of the University of Naples
Federico II. A room, suitably cleared of furnishings, was
chosen as scenario for the experiments. In order to collect
data on pressure distribution impressed by participants on
the seats the Novel Pliance mat by Novel was used fig.1.
The mat is made of flexible material, characterized by
16×16 sensors uniformly distributed on its surface. The
sensors send the sampled electric signals to the pliance
box for converting them into digital data. Then, a dedicated
software processes the data and displays them on the
screen as a pressure map (fig.1). The map is a scheme of
the mat; it is a matrix of 256 cells (24,5 mm x 24,5 mm)
respectively corresponding to the 16×16 sensors. Each
cell is characterized by a number (pressure value in kPa)
and a colour (pressure range).
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy
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Fig. 1 Equipment and related output.

WPCL(
=
θ ) θ WPCLf + (1 − θ ) WPCLm

2.2

Data transmission

(2)

(3)

being x the vector on the pressure variables . Additional
information on calculation are reported in the Appendix
(eq. A1). The final formulation of the index takes into
account the need to design for a specific target population
through the introduction of a parameter θ related to the
composition of the sample in terms of sex (eq. 4):

-

16x16 (256)

2

where is a coefficient that for each cell measures the loss
corresponding to the maximum accepted deviation from
the target.
Starting from eq. 2, assuming the hypotheses that the
loss coefficient is the same for all the cells and the loss is
additive, for the user j, the Pressure Comfort Loss index
over the activated cells of the contact surface is:

with:
-

Number of sensors

Thanks to its flexible structure the mat is a minimally
invasive instrument, which does not interfere with user
perception of seat comfort. Several examples of application
involving these devices in comfort assessment are
reported in [12][32].

3 Experimental setup design
The experiments were carefully planned to reduce noise
in the evaluation of the comfort of sitting [26]. In particular,
five office chairs were tested, assessing the effect of the
design parameter softness on perceived comfort. Tested
chairs, have a five-point base, a backrest and armrests and
they differ from each other for shape and materials. The
chairs are named with fantasy names (tab. 1) so as to
avoid any conditioning of the brand name or the model
name on the evaluation.
Denomination
OC
MC
CC
TC

Chairs
Oslo Chair
Madrid Chair
Chicago Chair
Tourin Chair
Tab. 1 Tested chairs.

3.1

Definition of the control factor

The characteristic softness (S) was considered as a
qualitative ordinal variable with four levels (from 0 to 3), in
order of decreasing rigidity of the seat. In particular, each
seat was representative of this control factor’s level (tab. 2)
Control Factor
Softness
(S)
Chair

3.2

0

1

2

OC
MC
CC
Tab. 2 Control Factors.

3
TC

Definition of the noise factor

The noise factor taken into account was the
anthropometric variability of experimenters (weight)
stratified by sex. The random variable (r.v.) weight of the
Italian female population and the r.v. weight of the Italian
male population are both normally distributed, with
parameters [27] reported in tab.3.
Variable

pdf

μ (kg)

σ (kg)
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weight
Male
Weight
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Normal
Normal

58
75

4.1

9,48
10,05

Tab. 3 Parameters of the Normal r.v. weight (kg) for
Italian females and males.

The r.v. weight of the whole Italian population can be
modeled as a mixture of two normal distributions, whose
probability density function (pdf) is [28]:
f ( θ ) = θ ⋅ ff + ( 1 − θ ) ⋅ fm
where:
θ is the mix coefficient representative of
proportion of females in the target population;
ff is the pdf of the r.v. weight of females;

-

(5)

Type

the

fm is the pdf of the r.v. weight of males;

3.3

Experimenters

The experimental phase involved 22 experimenters,
including 8 females (F) and 14 males (M). Anthropometric
data collected from the experimenters included stature and
weight. Statistics regarding these variables are reported in
tab. 3.
Sex
F

Objective measures

With reference to objective data, obtained from pressure
maps, many parameters were recorded: the maximum
pressure (peak pressure) and the minimum pressure for
each map, the sum of pressure values over all activated
cells (overall pressure) and the mean of pressure values
over all activated cells (mean pressure). Moreover, the
total area (map area) and the weight on the mat (download
weight), were measured. Finally, known the pressures of
individual cells, it was possible to calculate the index PCL
for each user and for each seat, using the equation 3.
Label
Peak pressure [N/ ]
Min pressure [N/ ]
Overall pressure [N/ ]
Mean pressure [N/ ]
Maps area [ ]
Download weight [N]
PCL

Source
Pressure maps
Pressure maps
Objective
Pressure maps
Pressure maps
Pressure maps
Pressure maps
Calculated
from
pressure data
Comfort rating
Questionnaire
Subjective
Comfort ranking
Questionnaire
Comfort degree
Questionnaire
Tab. 5 Typology and sources of recorded data.

N
8

Mean St. Dev
Min
Max
stature
164,3
7,5
153,0
178,0
weight
67,2
13,3
52,8
96,1
M
14
stature
181,6
8,3
170,0
198,0
weight
79,4
9,3
64,4
93,0
Tab. 4 Anthropometric characteristics of experimenters.

The experimental sample is representative of the
reference populations reported in tab. 3. Indeed, the subsample consisting of only women, covers the range from
29th to 99th percentile of the female weight distribution
(μ=58; σ=9,48), while the sub-sample of the men covers the
range from the 14th to the 96th percentile of the male
weight distribution (μ=75; σ=10,05). Further details on
experimenters, tested chairs and experimental setup are in
[26].
Tab. 6 Cross array.

3.4

Experimental protocol

More specifically, experimenters tested the seats in four
short-term static experimental sessions. During the test,
they were asked to read a text on VDT. According to [29],
who demonstrates the invariance of global comfort rating
over time, the duration of each experimental session was 5
minutes. In order to avoid the noise due to the sequence of
the tested seats, the order of the test was randomized for
each experimenter. Furthermore, all experimenters were
blindfolded before and after each experimental session, to
avoid that visual impact with the chair could affect their
comfort perceptions [10].

4 Definition of the objective and
subjective measurement methods
During the experimental session, for each experimenter,
two types of data were recorded for each chair: objective
data, obtained from pressure maps and subjective data,
collected by questionnaires (tab 5). Once design factor,
noise factor and responses are defined, the classical cross
array showed in tab. 6 was used to plan the experiments.
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4.2

Subjective measures

After the test, each user expressed his/her subjective
perception of comfort using three evaluation scales (rating,
ranking, comfort degree) and the data were collected by
questionnaires. For the rating evaluation the Borg CR10
scale [30],[31] modified by Kyung et al [32] was used.
Rating scores ranged from 0 (no comfort) to 10 (extreme
comfort). Every experimenter gave also a ranking of the
chairs based on the perceived seat comfort. Finally, the
third scale measured the user agreement with the
statement "the seat is comfortable" using a four-point
semantic scale : "I do not agree at all" (NA), “I scarcely
agree" (SA), “I fairly agree" (FA), “I absolutely agree"(AA).

5 Comfort indexes definition and
validation
The last step of the presented validation framework was
the identification of good objective predictors for perceived
comfort. From a statistical standpoint the nature of
dependencies between perceived seat comfort and seat
pressure variables, collected in the experimental phase,
was analysed through a logistic regression model. More
Proceedings of the IMProVe 2011
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specifically, in order to identify a robust response function
to use in the regression model, an association analysis
was performed on the three evaluation scales. Then an
ordinal logistic regression was performed to detect the
significant dependencies, if any, of perceived comfort from
anthropometric variables (i.e. sex, weight, stature) and
pressure variables (full model). Finally, starting from
parameters that were significant in the full model, a new
ordinal logistic regression model was re- fitted to deepen
the nature of dependencies previously identified.

5.1
Choice of a robust evaluation scale for
perceived comfort
Few studies in literature have dealt with the validation of
subjective scales for comfort assessment, although this
aspect strongly affects the achieved results. In order to
verify the consistency of the subjective data collected, the
three evaluation scales adopted to collect the perceived
comfort judgment were analyzed to verify their level of
association. All three adopted scales are ordinal and
polytomous. According to [34] the Goodman and Kruskall's
index was applied to all possible combinations of binary
association:

γ =

(S − D )

(S + D )

Comfort
Rating
Ranking
degree
Comfort degree
1,000
0,984
0,860
Rating
0,984
1,000
0,653
Ranking
0,860
0,653
1,000
Tab. 7 Results for the association analysis on the
evaluation scales.

Logistic Regression model

According to both experimental data and results
achieved in previous phases of the validation procedure,
the full model of logistic regression was built. This model
included all variables that were assumed explicative for the
response function “comfort degree”. Comfort degree was
an ordinal response function with four ordered levels : "I do
not agree at all " (NA), "I scarcely agree "(SA) " I fairly
agree "(FA)" I absolutely agree "(AA). The list and
classification of variables in the full model is reported in
tab. 8: Quantitative variables are described in par. 4.2.
Qualitative variables of the model were:
Sex, that is a dichotomous variable (0=female,
1=male)
Softness is a polytomous variable with four
modalities (0, 1, 2, 3).
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

Name
Peak pressure [N/ ]
Mean pressure [N/]
Maps area []
Download weight [N]
PCL
Rate stature/weight of users
Sex
Softness

Quantitative

Qualitative

Tab. 8 Full-model variables.

The baseline logit model [35] was used to identify
significant relationships between the response comfort
degree and the explicative variables in tab. 5. The
generalized linear predictor equation was:

ĝ( x=
)k β 0 k + x i β k
'

(7)

where:
ĝ(x)k is the generalized linear predictor
(index of the logits);
-

with K=4

x i' are all model variables reported in table 5;

are the parameters of the model.
The significance of all parameters was tested by using
a stepwise backward elimination algorithm, that verified the
null hypothesis that the model parameters are equal to 0.
The results showed that the null hypothesis should be
rejected with the conclusion that at least two parameters
were significant in the model (PCL, peak pressure). Based
on these results, the model could be re-fit. Then the ordinal
logistic regression model (OLR) was applied [35][36] by
using the comfort degree as a response function and peak
and PCL as model variables. Based on the proportional
odds approach, the model compares, for each ordinal level
of the response function, the probability of an equal or
smaller response function Y≤ k, with the probability of a
larger response Y>k. The model output is reported in tab.
9. The results indicate that peak pressure significantly
affects perceived comfort.
β

β

(6)

where:
S is the total number of pairs of responses on
different evaluation scales which verify the condition
i>i’ and j>j’ or both i<i’ and j<j’
D is the total number of pairs of responses on
different evaluation scales which verify the condition
i>i’ and j<j’ or both i<i’ and j>j’
Results obtained, summarized in tab. 7, show a
substantial consistency of the three scale. The minimum
value calculated (between ranking and rating, equal to
0,653) reveals, however, a medium-high level of
association between the scales. It is evident that the
responses given on the scale “comfort degree” were highly
associated with the other ones. So the comfort degree was
selected as a good proxy of perceived comfort and set as
response function in the adopted logistic regression model.

5.2

Type

Pred

Coeff

SE
Coeff

95
%CI
Lower

95
% CI
Upper

z-val

p-val OR

Const -6,49 1,29

-5,02

0,00

Const -3,83 0,79

-4,85

0,00

Const -0,05 0,66

-0,07

0,94

Peak

2,93

3,71

0,00

18,79 3,99

88,46

PCL

-0,02 0,01

-1,68

0,09

0,98

1,00

0,79

0,95

Tab. 9 Ordinal logistic regression table.

The positive coefficient of 2,93 for peak is the estimated
change in the logit of the cumulative comfort degree
probability when a set of levels is compared with the others
covariates, whereas PCL held constant. Because the pvalue for estimated coefficient is close to 0, there is
evidence to conclude that peak has a significant effect
upon comfort degree. The odds ratio value is greater than
one (18,79), this indicates that high peak pressures values
tend to be associated with low values of comfort degree.
The p-value indicates that there is no evidence to conclude
that the PCL affects the comfort degree. The value of the
odds ratio is approximately equal to 1, this indicates the
independence between PCL and comfort degree.
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6 Experimental results elaboration
The last step of the proposed framework was aimed at
the validation of the index from an engineering point of
view. Mean values of peak and WPCL for the four chairs
were compared to verify the consistency of information
provided by these indexes. Furthermore, the analysis of
the pressure maps related to the worst values of peak and
WPCL, allowed the identification of chair characteristics
which were critical to improve seat comfort. Given the
value of k (see Appendix), it is possible to calculate the
index WPCL from PCL for a mixed population. For the
analyzed sample, it was θ =0.36 and (1-θ) = 0.64 (36%
females and 64% males). The results, assuming WPCL as
a response function, are shown in tab. 10, for female,
mixed and male population.
Response
Mix
WPCL

F
TEST
I
II
III
IV

S
0
1
2
3

1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
2

M

1,425
2,284
2,767
1,488
1,936
2,189
0,908
1,112
1,227
0,688
0,946
1,092
Tab. 11 Results from using peak pressure as a
response function.

The same analysis was carried out, assuming the peak
pressure as a response function. As shown in fig. 4, the
lowest values of peak pressure were recorded for level 3.
Level 2 got comparable performance, whereas level 0 and
1 once again resulted to be the worst ones.

Peak Pressure ( θ =0,36)
2

WPCL ( θ =0,36)

1

S
0
1
2
3

2,5

Level 3, corresponding to the highest level of cushion
softness, was the best one in terms of WPCL, whereas
levels 0 and 1 got the worst results, with comparable
values of WPCL (fig.2).

0

TEST
I
II
III
IV

M

0,74
0,987
1,125
0,699
0,949
1,09
0,395
0,609
0,729
0,213
0,342
0,415
Tab. 10 Results from using WPCL as a response
function.

WPCL

Response
Mix
peak

F

3

S
Fig. 2 Mean effects assuming WPCL as
response function for a mixed population.

1,5
1
0,5
Peak Pre ssur e

0
0

1

2

3

S
Fig. 4 Mean effects assuming peak pressure as
response function for a mixed population.

The diagrams of pressure peaks for different sample
compositions (Fig. 5) confirmed that level 3 is the best one,
since it presents the lowest peak pressure values for any
mix of the population. However, it is evident that, in this
case, level 2 is more robust against the anthropometric
variability induced by sex, as evidenced by the lower slope
of the mean effects diagram; once again, levels 0 and 1 got
the worst performance. Assuming that the sample were
composed exclusively of women (θ = 0), level 0 would be
better than level 1. However, level 0 seems to be less
robust against anthropometric variability induced by the
composition of the sample, as the highest slope of its main
effects diagram highlights.

Level 3 seems to be also the most robust one against
changes in the composition of the reference sample (fig.3).
A minor change in the slope of mean effects diagram, in
fact, indicates a minor change in WPCL index over
different composition of the sample. The mean effects
diagrams for the other levels highlight slightly higher
slopes. However, whatever is the softness level, the index
WPCL is greater for males than females, since it is
influenced by the distribution of body weight.
Fig. 5 Peak pressure for different sample compositions.

The ranking of chairs shows substantial coherence of
the results provided by peak pressure and PCL.
With regard to level 3 (i.e. seat TC), the minimum values
of these indexes are related, for each sub-sample, to the
same pressure map and thus identify the same
experimenter (fig.6).
This coherency in results does not mean that peak
pressure and PCL provide the same information.
Fig. 3 WPCL Index for different sample compositions.
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy
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Female
Experimenter 1

Male
Experimenter 18

Fig. 6 Pressure maps related to minimum values of PCL
and peak pressure for the seat TC.

For instance, fig. 7 show the pressure maps related to
the maximum values of peak pressure and PCL for level 0
(i.e. seat OC), which resulted to be the worst one in terms
of perceived comfort.
Female
Experimenter 5

Male
Experimenter 17

Experimenter 16-

Experimenter 21

Maximum
PCL
Maps

Maximum
Peak
pressure
maps
Fig. 7 Pressure maps related to maximum values of PCL
and peak pressure for the seat OC.

The joint analysis of these indexes allows to obtain
important information for the improvement of the seat.
Based on selected maps it is possible to highlight main
issues in improving the design of tested chairs. By
integrating the information provided on sensitive areas by
maximum peak pressure and PCL, it is possible to improve
the seat in terms of comfort loss. More specifically, it is
important to identify and analyze the most stressed areas,
in order to reduce load on bony prominences of the pelvis,
taking into account anatomical differences related to the
sex of the experimenter [37]. As shown in fig. 6, in fact, the
pelvis of women are developed more in width, while in men
the sacral and iliac bone is thicker and heavier, generating
localized peaks of greater magnitude. The analysis of
pressure maps stratified by sex help to take into account
variability and redesign the seat’s shape and materials. To
mitigate the peak loads at the ischial tuberosities, for
different anthropometric percentiles, an insertion of
material could be expected (e.g., polyurethane foam of
assigned density) to reduce significantly the discomfort
caused by body compression on the seat.

7 Conclusions
The purpose of this work was the validation of an index
for seat comfort assessment, which could be a valuable
support in the design phase. More specifically, the WPCL
index proposed in a previous work, was compared with
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both objective and subjective parameters obtained in
experimental tests planned to compare office chairs.
From the statistical standpoint, relationships between
perceived comfort and objective parameters were
investigated through a logistic regression model, assuming
as a response function the subjective measure of users’
comfort perception (comfort degree). Among others
objective measures, OLR identifies peak pressure and PCL
as the two parameters that are significantly associated to
perceived comfort. The results revealed that comfort
degree strongly depends on peak pressure, whereas there
is no statistical evidence of dependence on WPCL. The
assumption that the high pressure values are predictors of
comfort is unsatisfactory. In fact, the peak pressure can be
a useful parameter for the designer, only if integrated by
information about the position of the peak itself [8].
On the other hand, the failure to identify significant
correlation between WPCL index and comfort degree, must
be deepened. It could be that subjective evaluation in a
short-time session is more related to instantaneous stimuli
like the peak pressure. This means that the opinions of
users may be misleading and therefore not suitable in an
analysis like the one proposed in this paper. Further
investigation will concern the following critical issues:
a refinement of the index so as to take into account
variations between neighbouring cells of a pressure
map instead of single values;
An in-depth study of the most significant
anthropometric variables is necessary in order to
improve the robustness of the seats over different
types of users (design for all).
From an engineering standpoint, the index WPCL
and the peak pressure, got consistent results with
regard to softness, providing not redundant
information that could help designers to improve chair
design, taking into account different sensitive areas of
the seat.
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Appendix: definition
The calculation of was made on the basis of pressure
maps data, assuming that the maximum value of the ratio,
expressed in formula (eq. 7) was the maximum tolerable by
the user. More specific only maps which had a comfort
degree score equal to 4 (completely comfortable) were
selected. Identified the maximum of this ratio, the value of
(one for all the maps) was calculated as its reciprocal.
More specifically, the resulting value was equal to 0.10.


PCL j ( x )
kj

 xij − x0 j
= ∑
 x
i =1 
0j
nj
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Abstract
Purpose:
The present paper focuses on the parametric analysis of the sole of occupational footwear in
order to improve the perceived human comfort. By combining real experimental tests and
virtual simulations, the sensitivity of both geometric and material design factors, on comfort
degree, was investigated.

Method:
The correlation among perceived human comfort and physical parameters, such as plantar
pressures, was estimated by conducting real tests. Experimenters were asked to wear four
commercial shoes and to express their perceived comfort degree. By adopting plantar
sensors, plantar pressures were also monitored. Once given such a correlation, a parametric
FE model of the footwear was developed. In order to better simulate the contact at plantar
surface, a detailed FE model of the foot was also generated starting from CT scan images.
A fractional factorial design array was, finally, used to study the sensitivity of different sets of
design factors on comfort degree. In the present study only a static standing-up configuration
was analyzed.

Result:
Findings of this research showed that sole thickness and its material highly influence
perceived comfort. In particular, softer materials and thicker sole designs contribute to
increase comfort degree.

Discussion & Conclusion:
Despite all simplifications and limitations, the proposed methodology may be successfully
adopted in other industrial applications, in which the design (or re-design) of new products is
driven by the satisfaction or the sensations of users.

1 Introduction
Comfort assessment is a crucial task in product design.
This is especially true for certain categories of products
characterized by repeated and prolonged usage such
footwears. It was reported that the perceived human
comfort is strongly related to the footwear design, in
terms, for example, of adopted materials, insole and
outsole thickness and shape [1].
In this contest, the opinions of users may provide
valuable information whether or not a shoe is comfortable.
However, this information is often limited to qualitative
descriptions, which cannot quantify causes of comfort or
discomfort. Therefore, in order to "quantify" what may
influence comfort and discomfort, the relationship
between the human perceived parameters and measuring
parameters should be determined [2, 3].
Over last two decades, researchers, especially in the
medical and bio-mechanical fields, have addressed their
attention on comfort issues. Some studies were mainly
based on questionnaires as an indication of user
preferences [4, 5]. However, very few researches have
focused on the evaluation of the analytical correlation
between subjective and objective parameters.
In [6, 7] it was reported that physiological factors, such

as plantar pressures, are strongly related to physical
parameters such as materials and plantar shape.
A first valid scientific contribution to the analysis of
correlation was offered by Jordan et al. [8]. They
attempted to correlate the subjective perceptions of users
with dorsal and plantar pressure distribution through
short-term dynamic tests. Perceived comfort was
measured by using specific questionnaires, while
pressure distributions were monitored through high
resolution insole sensors. The correlation analysis was
based on the results coming from three different shoes.
The study showed a negative correlation between
pressures and subjective comfort perception (meaning
that a high peak pressure corresponds to a low perceived
comfort). Moreover, authors highlighted the need to
investigate further other objective parameters that may
affect the user perception (see, for example, shear and
normal forces, and heat transfer).
Witana et al. [9] tried to identify the interactions between
comfort and plantar shape. They found substantial
differences between the subjective perceptions of users
related to the mid-foot for different tested materials, thus
confirming that comfort perceptions, for different areas of
the plantar foot, are quite different.
If on one hand experimental tests, carried out on
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different product designs, give valuable results, on the
other hand, the large number of design parameters would
make extremely difficult and expensive to identify the
optimal design through tests with real prototypes. In this
sense, using virtual simulations and parametric models
may be a valid support.
Recently, in order to give a valuable support to
experimental investigations, computational methods,
based on FE modeling, have been adopted. FE models of
human foot have been developed under certain
simplifications and assumptions [10-13] such as: (i)
simplified or partial foot shape, (ii) assumptions of nonlinear hyper-elastic material law, (iii) ligaments and
plantar fascia modeled as equivalent forces or elastic
beams/bars, (iiii) no friction or thermal effect, at plantar
foot interface, accounted.
In this contest, Cheung and Zhang [14] combined FEM
and Taguchi methods to identify the sensitivity of five
design factors (arch type, insole and mid-sole thickness,
insole and mid-sole stiffness) of footwear on peak plantar
pressure. From FEM predictions, the most important
design factors, able to reduce the peak plantar pressure,
were found-out.
Starting from the literature review, the present paper
focuses on the parametric analysis of the sole of
occupational footwear in order to figure out which
parameters influence human comfort. In this term, the
analysis allows to define the best design of that sole in
order to maximize comfort.
Subjective perceived comfort and plantar pressure
maps were correlated by using experimental tests on
different commercial shoes. Then, a comfort function was
estimated. Knowing the comfort function the Taguchi's
method was adopted to study the influence of different
design settings. A FE model was adopted for this
purpose. Finally, by statistically analyzing simulated
plantar pressure maps, the most influencing design
factors were identified.

2 Methodological overview
Fig. 1 depicts the general methodology adopted in the
present paper.
First of all, how to correlate subjective perceived
comfort to physical and measurable variables, such as
contact pressure maps, was investigated. To do this, 23
users were involved in short-term static tests and for each
of them four different footwears were worn. During the
experiments, plantar pressure maps were recorded by
means of high resolution insole sensors. Then, subjective
ratings, related to perceived comfort, were collected by
means of questionnaires.
By comparing the perceived comfort rate to the
measured pressure maps, a comfort function, depending
on the peak pressure, was established.
Once the comfort function was estimated, Taguchi
method was used to study the sensitivity of different
design settings on plantar peak pressure and then on the
comfort rate, with respect to the sole of the occupational
footwear, being optimized. A 3D FE model of the
footwear was developed for this purpose. In order to
simulate as much as possible the contact among the
plantar surface and the foot, an anatomical detailed FE
human foot model - with soft tissue, bones and cartilages
- was created from CT scans.
In accordance with a fractional factorial design, virtual
prototypes were developed, selecting combinations of
design factors (materials and geometry shape
parameters). By statistically analyzing plantar pressure
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

maps, the most influencing design factors were identified.
Experimental phase

CAD-FE Modeling

Experiments

Parametric shoe
model

Analysis of
correlation

Foot model

DOE analysis

Parametric CAD-FE
Model

Comfort function

Optimization
analysis

Best design
alternatives

Fig. 1 General work-flow methodology

The following hypotheses were formulated:
only footwear sole accounted: vamp and upper-sole
were not modeled. This means that the interaction
effect among dorsal/lateral and plantar pressure was
neglected;
no thermal effect considered: gradient of temperature
may influence perceived comfort, but it is here
neglected as users have worn shoes for a short time;
and,
short-term static tests considered: when running or
walking, perceived human comfort may be influenced
by temperature, humidity and interaction among
dorsal and plantar pressures. In the present research
only a static balanced standing-up configuration was
modeled.
The plantar foot was subdivided into three zones, as
also suggested in [15, 16]. Fig. 2.a depicts the proposed
foot division (three areas are shortly identified: rear-foot,
mid-foot and fore-foot).
-

P1
fore-foot
(P4-P1)·0.42

P2

mid-foot
(P4-P1)·0.69

P3

rear-foot
P4

a - foot sub-division

b - insole sensors

Fig. 2 Foot sub-division and insole sensors

Plantar pressure maps were recorded by using a high
resolution plantar sensor. The adopted equipment device
(sensor size: 0.5x0.7 cm - number of sensors: 512 - insole
size: 39-41 European - producer: Loran Eng. - Italy) is
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shown into fig. 2.b. The insole sensor provides a limit set
of values: that is, pressures are read on 512x4 points
(every sensor provides four pressure values).

3 Experimental phase
The experimental phase deals with the measurement of
pressure map distributions in order to carry-out the
correlation among subjective and physical variables.
According to [8], the following physical (or objective)
parameters were accounted (each of them is related to
sub-areas of the foot):
contact area: number of active sensor points (a
sensor point is assumed "active" if the related
pressure is not zero);
peak plantar pressure: maximum pressure value;
and,
weight distribution: net force, calculated as resultant
pressure over contact area. The weight distribution
may be considered as percentage of body-weight
transmitted to the insole for each foot zone.
Whereas, the considered subjective parameters were:
global comfort degree; and,
local comfort degree, related to every foot area.
For each experimenter four shoe-configurations were
tested (named "A", "B", "C" and "D"). Configuration D
corresponds to a bare-foot test.

3.1

then dried. Physical information was also collected:
height, weight, foot size.
The order of tests was randomly selected, to avoid the
effect of noise factors connected to sequence in shoes
wearing and experimental conditions [17].
The insole sensor device was re-calibrated before every
test. Right and left feet pressures were measured to
identify possible pathology unknown to the experimenter,
before the test. Subjects with abnormal pathology were,
then, discarded from the data analysis.
Output pressure maps were processed within an ad-hoc
MatLAB® tool, allowing to calculate objective parameters:
contact area, peak plantar pressure and weight
distribution. The tool assures the repeatability of the
subdivision of the foot areas. For each map two extreme
points must be manually identified (point and , as
depicted into fig. 2.a). Then, the tool automatically
provided the breakdown points ( and into fig, 2.a).

Participants

The participants of the experimental session were
selected among students of the School of Engineering at
University of Naples, Federico II - Italy. Their ages ranged
between 20 and 28 years, with 41 shoe size (European
size).

Fig. 4 Adopted questionnaire for comfort rating

After measuring pressure, in order to evaluate perceived
comfort, a 10-level scale questionnaire (see fig. 4) was
asked to be compiled (0 - absence of comfort; 10 extremely comfortable). More specifically, for each test,
experimenters expressed their rating preferences both for
the whole plantar (global comfort degree) and for each
plantar area (local comfort degree).
a

b

c

Fig. 3 Testing procedure

After screening all those subjects with foot pathology
and abnormal pressure maps, 23 experimenters (13
males and 10 females) were selected.
In order to avoid the influence of aesthetic qualities of
the shoes (notice that it is usual to classify as
"comfortable" a running shoe, while an occupational
footwear is assumed "un-comfortable"), all experimenters
conducted their test blindfolded.
Fig. 3 shows a typical testing procedure: experimenter
is firstly blindfolded (fig. 3.a); then, she/he is aided to
wear the shoes in which insoles have been previously
inserted (fig. 3.b); finally, pressure maps are recorded.
When recording pressure maps, experimenters were
asked to stand-up in a balanced configuration and not
make sharp movement. Output pressure maps were
stored for 10-15 seconds. The average map was then
saved.

3.2

Experimental protocol

Participant's feet were cleaned with warm water and
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

3.3

Data analysis

To assess the reliability of questionnaire results, all
experimenters repeated unconsciously one of the four
tests. The repeatability test (E) was conducted for the
shoe-configuration "C". Based on the Mann-Whitney test
[18], five experimenters were excluded from the data
analysis (meaning that only 18 experimenters were finally
available) since their rating degrees did not appear
reliable.
It is of interest analyzing trends of both objective and
subjective parameters with respect to shoe-configurations
(in tab. 1 mean values, calculated over all experimenters,
are reported). Analyzing peak pressure data (in KPa), one
can note that configuration C exhibits the lowest peak
pressure in fore-foot and rear-foot areas. As expected, in
test D (bare-foot) the highest peak pressure was achieved
in the rear-foot and fore-foot zones.
Objective parameters (contact area, peak pressure and
weight distribution, related to fore-foot and rear-foot
areas) and subjective parameters were correlated eachother. In particular, as contact area and weight distribution
are dependent each-other (notice that the weight
distribution is calculated averaging pressures over contact
area), only peak pressure and weight distribution will be
Proceedings of the IMProVe 2011
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kept in the following. Tab. 2 shows results of such
correlations: objective and subjective parameters are
correlated to the global comfort degree. Correlation
indexes (ρ) were calculated by using the Pearson's
correlation coefficient [19].
Shoe Configuration

Fore-foot

Mid-foot

Rear-foot

Comfort degree

foot and the rear-foot areas. Moreover, let be the comfort
degree. Tab. 3 reports normalized mean values of such
parameters (peak pressures were normalized with respect
to the maximum value).
- [0-10]

- [0-1]

- [0-1]

- [%]

- [%]

A

0.340

0.412

57.05

37.33

6.33

B

0.346

0.379

50.70

38.95

6.83

A

5,94

6,61

6,50

C

0.341

0.374

50.19

40.00

6.89

B

4,89

6,50

6,83

D

0.361

0.435

56.32

39.77

6.17

C

6,33

6,56

7,22

D

6,00

6,28

6,28

Tab. 3 Normalized mean values

Contact area
A

779,72

278,22

548,72

B

793,11

316,78

552,22

C

766,06

355,11

562,61

D

712,44

207,78

490,17

Peak pressure
A

39,78

28,94

48,17

B

41,72

39,28

46,72

C

40,56

33,78

44,44

D

43,33

24,44

52,28

Weight distribution
A

57,05

5,62

37,33

B

53,74

8,38

37,87

C

50,19

9,81

40,00

D

56,32

3,92

39,77

Tab. 1 Experimental data
Parameter

Correlation coefficient
(with respect to the global comfort degree)

Fore-foot comfort degree

0.87

Rear-foot comfort degree

0.99

Fore-foot peak pressure

-0.62

Rear-foot peak pressure

-0.95

Fore-foot weight distribution

-0.96

Rear-foot weight distribution

0.30

Tab. 2 Table of correlations

Correlation analysis between subjective scores showed
a very high positive correlation for the fore-foot (ρ = 0.87)
and rear-foot (ρ = 0.99) comfort degrees. This means that
the perceived comfort in those areas strongly influences
the global comfort perception.
Moreover, as expected, peak pressure has a negative
impact on perceived comfort. More specifically, a negative
high correlation appears both for the rear-foot peak
pressure (ρ = -0.95) and for the fore-foot weight
distribution (ρ = -0.96).
Finally, the data analysis showed the following key
issues:
perceived comfort in fore-foot and rear-foot areas
highly influences the global comfort degree; and,
high peak pressure values correspond to low
perceived comfort degrees.
Based on these preliminary results, next Section will
describe how to calculate the comfort function, depending
on the objective parameters.

3.4

Comfort function estimation

Comfort function depends, as discussed above, on
objective parameters. Let , ,
and
be the peak
pressures and the weight distributions, related to the foreJune 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

α

α

27.637

-34.923

α

0.147

α

0.079

Tab. 4 Comfort constants

Assuming a linear relationship among the comfort
function, , and the objective parameters, one can write:
C f = f (Pf ,Pr ,W f ,W r ) = ...
(1)
...C f = α 1 ⋅ Pf + α 2 ⋅ Pr + α 3 ⋅ W f + α 4 ⋅ W r
where , , and are unknown constants (here called
"comfort constants"), which can be now evaluated by
assigning all four constraints (derived from the
experiments), stated into tab. 3. Tab. 4 reports the socalculated constant values.
Once comfort constants are known the comfort function
is completely defined. This means that for any set of
objective parameters, the related comfort degree can be
obtained, univocally.
Notice that the present approach may be easily
extended when more than four shoe-configurations are
available. In that case comfort constants should be
evaluated by solving for a least squares problem (that is,
the number of unknowns is less than the number of
available equations).
The comfort function, , will be adopted in the next to
perform the shoe design optimization.
α

α

α

α

4 CAD-FE Modeling
In order to quickly analyze different design settings, a
parametric CAD model of the sole of the occupational
footwear was created into SolidWorks® 2010 (by Dassault
Systemes) CAD system (see fig. 5.a), according to the
design constraints of SAFE WAY s.r.l company - Italy.
The sole is made of two sub-domains: inner-sole and
outer-sole. The body weight is transmitted from the foot to
the inner-sole and then to outer-sole, which comes into
contact with the ground (not modeled here).
The mechanical behavior of the sole was captured
through a non-linear incompressible hyper-elastic law,
characterized by two material constants, and (MooneyRivlin formulation). These constants were extracted from
stress-strain experimental curves (experimental tests were
conducted at Dept. of Materials and Production
Engineering, School of Engineering - Naples).
The physical interaction among the inner-sole and the
outer-sole was modeled by defining identity pairs among
interfacial surfaces. Identity pairs assures that the
displacement fields of both parts at interfacial surfaces are
identical each-other.
Since pressure maps are aimed to be calculated, a
detailed foot model, previously developed into [20] starting
from CT scans, was incorporated into the FE model (fig.
5.b). Contact pairs (see fig. 5.c) were introduced between
plantar foot surfaces and the inner-sole. No friction was
Proceedings of the IMProVe 2011
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here accounted.

maximization) a given objective function.
In the present research, the objective function is the
comfort function (see Section 3.4), to be maximized. This
function depends on physical variables, such as contact
pressure. However, the analytical relationship among
design factors (see for example, sole materials, sole
thickness) and physical variables is not know. By using a
FEM solution, this relationship can be obtained for a given
set of design factors.
Therefore, the proposed approach may be summarized
as follows: (i) generate a set of combinations of design
factors; (ii) calculate the comfort function for every
combination by solving a FE model; and, then, (iii)
analyze design scenarios, looking for the best
combination of design factors.
Here, combinations of design factors were generated by
using a factorial design approach.

back

front

fixed boundary
Z

X

Y

moving boundary

b - FE model
outer-sole

inner-sole

F7

F8

X
Y

F6
Z

a - initial shoe design

c - contact pairs

Fig. 5 CAD-FE model
F2

F11

Boundary conditions were applied as depicted into fig.
5.b. The upper surface of the ankle was supposed fixed.
The lower boundary of the sole was moved along the Z
direction. The maximum displacement was chosen so that
the reaction force calculated at the fixed boundary was
greater or equal to 650/2 N, that is half of the body
weight.

F9
F3
F10

X
Y
F1

Fig. 7 Geometrical design factors
Factor ID
129 mm
93 mm
2 mm
=1.265
=-0.416
=0.408
=-0.248
ON
ON
ON
1 mm
1 mm
ON

Fig. 6 Pressure distribution (MPa) for the initial shoe design

FEM simulation was performed within Comsol
Multiphysics® 3.5a. As hyper-elastic materials and
contact pairs were modeled, an iterative non-linear static
solver was adopted. The simulation took about 100 min
on a DELL Precision T7400 workstation (WinXP 64bit,
16GB RAM, 2 Xeon E5420 quad-core processors).
Fig 6 shows numerical FE results related to the initial
shoe design. One should note that the highest peak
pressures are located in the rear-foot and fore-foot areas,
thus confirming experimental analyses.

5 DOE analysis
This Section discusses how to investigate the most
influencing design parameters, based on a DOE (Design
Of Experiments) approach.
Generally speaking, when facing out an optimization
problem, it is asked to calculate the best set of design
parameters, which optimizes (in terms of minimization or
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

Level
149 mm
73 mm
3 mm
=0.969
=-0.314
=0.578
=-0.314

169 mm
53 mm
4 mm
=1.325
=-0.314
=0.158
=-0.071
OFF
OFF
OFF
2 mm
2 mm
OFF

Tab. 5 Design factors and their levels for design optimization

5.1

Design factors

Looking at fig. 7, the following design factors were
considered:
arch shape: its elliptical shape was parameterized in
terms of width ( ) and centre position ( ) with respect
to the global coordinate frame;
outer-sole cuttings ( , , );
inner-sole thickness: parameterized through the Z
coordinates of points , and ;
outer-sole notching ( ); and,
sole materials: outer-sole material ( ) and inner-sole
material ( ).
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- [0-1]

ID

- [0-1]

- [%]

- [%]

- [0-10]

I

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

0.4086

0.5914

43.6398

56.3450

1.1525

II

1

1

2

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

0.4492

0.5508

45.2914

54.7064

3.2021

III

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

0.4703

0.5297

45.3102

54.6878

4.2259

IV

1

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

2

0.5409

0.4591

48.6694

51.3289

7.8142

V

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

0.4895

0.5105

46.5954

53.4030

5.2216

VI

1

3

3

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

1

0.5457

0.4543

48.5012

51.4942

8.0387

VII

2

1

3

1

3

2

2

1

1

1

2

0.5217

0.4783

47.6650

52.3303

6.8328

VIII

2

2

2

3

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

0.5880

0.4120

46.9760

53.0211

10.0000

IX

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

0.5126

0.4874

45.8789

54.1196

6.2995

X

2

3

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

0.4925

0.5075

47.0003

52.9967

5.3854

XI

2

3

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

0.4172

0.5828

40.8475

59.1524

1.4264

XII

3

1

1

2

3

1

1

2

1

2

1

0.4329

0.5671

42.2972

57.7027

2.2577

XIII

3

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

0.4898

0.5102

46.1833

53.8151

5.2151

XIV

3

2

3

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

0.4548

0.5452

45.7568

54.2424

3.4966

XV

3

3

2

1

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

0.5801

0.4199

47.7451

52.2514

9.6596

XVI

3

3

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

0.5823

0.4177

46.1013

53.8960

9.6810

Tab. 6 Adopted mixed fractional factorial array and simulated peak pressures and weight distributions

Fig. 8 Mean effects related to the comfort degree. Optimal design levels: 3-3-2-2-3-2-1-1-2-1-2

Tab. 5 reports the adopted design factors and their
levels. Factors to had 3 levels (shortly named "1", "2",
"3"), while two levels (named "1", "2") were assigned to
factors to .
A full factorial design would have required a large
amount of tests ( · =15552). However, since every test is
related to a FEA run (which is very time consuming about 100 min to solve), a fractional factorial array was
adopted (see tab. 6). This array was generated by using
the MatLAB® built-in function "rowexch" [21]. Notice that
the
array has the minimum number of treatments,
allowing to capture at least the main effects for every
design factor (interactions among design factors are not
here accounted).
The results obtained from FEM simulations are given in
tab. 6 (columns 13 through 16). Those values were
normalized as discussed into Section 3.4. Comfort degree
values (last column into tab. 6), for every treatment, were
calculated by using the comfort function stated into eq. 1.

5.2

Discussion of results

Looking at tab. 6, notice that treatment VIII gives the
maximum comfort degree value. However, as a fractional
array was here adopted, treatment VIII corresponds to a
"relative" optimal configuration, among the 16 tested
configurations. More investigations are then needed.
Fig. 8 shows the mean effects of each level for the
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

eleven design factors on the comfort degree. Levels, for
every design factor, which maximize the comfort degree,
are marked as circle. Notice that the set of design factors
(here called "optimal design"), maximizing the comfort
degree, does not match any tested configuration, listed in
tab. 6. This is due to the adopted fractional array, which
does not contain all combinations among levels of factors.
A confirmation experiment is then required [22]. The
purpose of the confirmation experiment is to demonstrate
the validity of results coming-out from the analysis of the
mean effects. Therefore, a new FE model was generated
and resolved, according to the optimal design parameters.
Fig. 9 compares initial shoe design and the optimal
design. The estimated comfort degree for the initial shoe
design equals 4.79, whereas it becomes 8.28 for the
optimal design (with about 42% of comfort improving).
SMQ = Nl R 2
j
ji
i =1

SMQ
(2)

j
,∀j = 1,...,Nf
 Δj = Nf
SMQ
j

i=j

∑

∑

By analyzing data through a Pareto ANOVA [22],
contribution indexes (Δ) were calculated, as stated into
eq. 2, where and are the number of levels and factors,
respectively, and is the mean effect response of factor "j"
at level "i".
Fig. 10.a depicts the so-calculated contribution indexes.
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Looking at fig. 10.b, where cumulative contributions are
shown, one should observe that, assuming a significant
level of 90%, factors , , , exhibit a poor incidence on
comfort degree: this means that variations of those
factors slightly influence the comfort degree and then their
variation may be neglected. This result says, for example,
that the outer-sole notching plays no significant role on
improving comfort degree and, then, it may be introduced
with no variation of the comfort degree.

can note that:
a general increasing in comfort degree is observed
when decreasing the width of the arch shape (from
level 1 to level 3). However, the increasing rate is less
pronounced when moving from level 2 to level 3;
material stiffness highly influences comfort degree.
Except for a minimal reduction on comfort degree
when moving from level 1 to level 2, a very
considerable improvement of comfort is obtained
when adopting a softer material (level 3);
increasing of inner-sole thickness will improve the
comfort degree.
The design of a new product, as footwear, involves
many factors and key features to be accounted. When
considering also the human perceived comfort, the design
stage becomes a very huge task. The present study,
despite its limitations, gives some guidelines to choosing
and selecting the best design alternatives, by statistically
analyzing different design settings.
Designer should consider these results carefully since
they give only a preliminary screening in selecting the
right design setting. Real experimenters are always
required to validate such predicted results.

6 Conclusions and final remarks
Comfort degree

8.28

Comfort degree

a - optimal shoe design

4.79

b - initial shoe design

Fig. 9 Optimal design vs initial design

Fig. 10.a Contribution indexes

Fig. 10.b Cumulative contribution indexes

From the analysis of fig. 10.a, about 60% of the
contribution rate is due to factors
("arch shape"),
("inner-sole material") and ("inner-sole thickness"). By
analyzing mean effects of these factors (see fig. 8), one
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In the present research different footwear design
scenarios, based on virtual prototypes, were investigated
in order to improve the perceived human comfort.
Attention was posed on occupational footwears, which are
commonly un-comfortable. In particular, only the footwear
sole was here taken into account.
In order to "quantify" the perceived comfort, a
preliminary experimental session was conducted. Twenty
three experimenters were selected and, for each of them,
four different footwears were worn. Every experimenter
was asked to compile a questionnaire reporting the
degree of perceived comfort. Plantar pressures were also
monitored. By comparing the perceived comfort degree to
the measured pressure maps, a comfort function, mainly
depending on the peak pressure, was determined.
Results showed that an increase in plantar pressure
corresponds to a decrease of perceived comfort.
The comfort function was, then, adopted to study the
sensitivity of different design factors. A parametric FE
model was developed for this purpose. The sensitivity
study was based on a fractional factorial design array.
Findings of this study have suggested that the sole
material and its thickness may strongly influence
perceived comfort. More specifically, softer material and
thicker inner-sole may play a significant role in improving
comfort. Other specific features, such as sole notching,
exhibit a negligible contribution level. This means that
when designing such features other criteria, different from
comfort assessments, can be adopted. Cost or
manufacturing rules can be here evocated.
In the present research a static balanced standing-up
configuration was accounted. Moreover, the interaction
among the foot and the upper shoe cover was neglected.
This hypothesis may be accepted for a static test,
whereas when considering walking or running
configurations it becomes a strong limitation. In fact, the
perceived comfort is often affected by the interaction
between plantar pressures and dorsal/lateral pressures.
More investigation is, then, required when considering
dynamic foot motion.
Apart from the simplifications and the limitations, the
proposed methodology for studying and quantifying the
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comfort function, based on virtual prototyping, may be
successfully extended to other engineering applications,
involving customer satisfactions and sensations, such as
seat design or postural assessments.
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